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HE LOVED TAMAKWA SO
MUCH, HE BOUGHT IT

sor, together putting all the
pieces in place to acquire
Tamakwa on December 23,
1980, with the closing in
Detroit. The real work was
about to begin.
The summer of 1981
Howard Perlmutter leaves a wonderful legacy for his family and future generations of Tamakwans
would be the first of our
newly formed partnership.
It was also the first summer a 9-year-old pudgy kid
named Craig Perlmutter
attended Tamakwa (later to
earn the nickname Shmutz
at camp… for obvious reasons).
Early on, Howard’s generosity and keen eye for the
needs of Tamakwa’s physical plant proved auspicious.
Along with camp’s Chief
Engineer, Ken Elder, and
Tamakwa’s own core group
of skilled builders, 1981 was
deemed “the rebuilding of
Tamakwa.” Dave, myself,
Marilyn Mendelson, David
Stringer, Ken, Libby Sadick
(later joined by her husband Ric von Neumann)
and Len Giblin and a cast
of others became a formidable unit dedicated to
Howard’s goals and initiatives.
Simultaneously,
Howard recruited his
and Carol’s many friend’s
families, many of whom
were themselves Tamakwa
alumni from the Toronto
area, to begin increasing
Canadian enrollment and
Stringer is well known.
his issue of the South
bolstering an international
Tea Echo and the 2015 Details of camp’s primitive
camp model. Many closer
summer season, Tam- beginning are deeply emlifelong relationships were
akwa’s 80th, are dedicated bedded in Tamakwa lore.
forged in the ensuing years,
to a man some of you knew Missing from most told
particularly the legendand most of you gained
histories of camp is how
ary friendship between
from. In the pantheon of
Tamakwa still exists today;
the Perlmutter and Sigel
major Tamakwa figures,
indeed how it’s thrived
families (Skip and Lynn;
Howard Perlmutter ranks
for the last 35 years. Was
Michael and Deena) and so
right up there with the best it destiny? Fate? Luck?
many others. In Michigan,
of them. Sadly, he passed
Hardly.
Howard re-connected with
away last September, but
In 1955, Howard PerlDavid and Doreen Hermehis impact on camp will
mutter left Camp Wabikon
lin and other alumni familive on for generations. I’m to follow his high school
lies to increase American
devoting this column to
sweetheart Carol Rotenenrollment as well.
celebrating Howard’s life,
berg, (“pinned” at Toronto’s
Despite little previous
at least his Tamakwa life.
Forest Hill Collegiate
contact, Howard literally
It’s a tribute to a man who
Institute) to Tamakwa. It
turned over the keys to
meant a lot to me and who
was Carol’s fifth summer
Tamakwa to Dave and me,
gave so much to a place we there and that year and the
and we were off and runof canoeing and tripping
all love.
one after she was a counI love this place and can’t
ning. Howard’s complete
The magical story of
selor and Howard a tripper in Algonquin Park. Today,
fathom future generations
trust in us was powerful
how Tamakwa was founded (prohibited from taking out Michael and Lloyd recount not being able to love it as
motivation for us to make
the gleam in Howard’s eye
and built by the legendary
any trip with Carol’s cabin
well.”
him and all Tamakwans
Lou Handler and Omer
each time he stepped off
group) and then Canoe
Howard’s self-appoint- take pride in transformDirector under the tutelage the pointer onto Tamakwa
ed mission thus began.
ing camp into a first-class
soil, often referred to as the In short order, he apof Omer Stringer.
facility (Tamakwa style)
“Sunny Shores” of South
In 1957, Carol and
proached Phyllis Handler
and preserve its uniqueness
Tea Lake.
Howard married. She
and Charlie Kraft (Lou
with respect to programEditor and Project Manager
Carol, Lloyd and Mibecame a teacher and he
Handler’s surviving family ming, philosophy, core valROBERT SARNER
pursued and succeeded
chael vividly recall Visiting and camp’s owners after
ues, as well as camp spirit
Design/Production
in diverse business enDay in 1980 when Howard his passing), and the Park
and traditions.
OLEG LEIKIN
deavours, particularly real noticed fewer campers in
Over the years, every
Superintendent about acPhotography
LIBBY SADICK VON NEUMANN
estate development and
attendance, and with his
building in camp was ultiquiring Tamakwa and the
Editorial Assistant
property management.
building expertise, saw how provincial lease. He also
mately replaced or rebuilt
BEN EVANS
Along the way, they enjoyed camp was in disrepair. He
consulted several alumni to (except the Tuck Shop deSenior Director
the blissful births of their
even noted how Tamakwa’s determine those best suited cidedly to remain TamakVIC NORRIS
three sons, Lloyd, Michael
famed Chestnut Canoes
to become his partners and wa’s “museum” structure),
Camp Director
and
Craig.
had
lost
their
luster.
assess the resources neces- the tripping program was
CRAIG PERLMUTTER
In
1973,
Michael
That
day,
Howard
resary to begin the rebuilding greatly expanded, a dozen
Assistant Director
(affectionately named
marked, “Someone had bet- of Tamakwa.
or so new activities were
MARGOT PERLMUTTER
“Peanut Butter” at camp)
ter do something about this
Soon after, barely
added, and enrollment
Associate Director
DAVID STRINGER
was the first to attend
and it might just have to
knowing Dave Bale or me,
more than doubled. All of
the three of us shook hands Howard’s visions ultimately
The South Tea Echo is published every Tamakwa. Over the years, it be me.” To which, Michael
year by Camp Tamakwa. Summer became Michael’s favourite
said, “Dad, nothing needs
while in three black and
became reality.
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place
on
earth.
He
loved
to
be
changed.”
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canoes
on
He never wanted to
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633-5561. Michigan: 1760 South Tel- everything Tamakwa. Lloyd begged to differ. “If nothing South Tea Lake, near the
be in the limelight or take
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camp’s famed Slope. That’s credit for the revitaliza48302-0183. Tel: (248) 335-6400. Fax: joined Michael at Tamakwa is done,” he told Michael,
tion of Tamakwa. He was
“the camp will slip into the how our partnership as
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involved only from behind
the scenes. Howard and
Carol were also adamant
about never allowing their
presence in camp to affect
their children and grandchildren’s experiences. No
small feat. They were, however, observed literally hiding behind trees and bushes watching them at myriad
activities… with camera in
hand. Tamakwa became a
strong generational bond
for the Perlmutter family.
And, proudly so.
Over the years, when
Howard was in camp, or
during the off season, he
went to every camp event,
attended every staff meeting, keeping abreast of
all camp developments,
helping out in any way he
could. His and Carol’s staff
“donut” nights became yet
another Tamakwa tradition.
On many an early
morning, Howard was routinely observed paddling on
the calm, misty South Tea
Lake, and again at sunset
in his green Beaver Canoe,
prominently displaying his
initials HJP on its stern.
He never lost his passion for paddling and the
beauty and tranquility of
Algonquin Park. Paddling
his canoe, Howard exuded
undeniable peacefulness
and contentment. It’s little
known that he was instrumental in the founding of
the Beaver Canoe company
in 1981, uniting again with
Omer Stringer to build the
finest cedar strip canoes
and paddles and branding a line of campy clothing, more recently revived
by Tamakwa friends and
alumni Michael Budman
and Don Green of Roots.
For 35 years, Howard
helped provide children
and young adults a transformative and unique life
experience, enjoying the
best times of their lives,
making lifelong friendships, learning skills, and
taking pride in resurrecting
a first-class camp facility
amidst Algonquin’s pristine
beauty.
First and foremost,
Howard was a family man
and leaves a wonderful
legacy for his sons, daughter-in-laws, and grandchildren; Craig and Margot
(Nate and Molly); Lloyd
and Dawn (Jake, Jamie and
Jaxon); and Michael and
Jen (Olivia and Riley)
However, Howard’s
other greatest legacy will
be preserving Tamakwa the
past 35 years for campers
and staff and for future
generations. As Michael
Perlmutter recently told
me, “Howard became
camp, and camp became
Howard.”
We will continue to
celebrate Howard’s life and
legacy. One thing is certain.
Howard left his camp site
in a much better state than
he found it.
Vic Norris
Senior Director
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THE SUMMER AT A GLANCE
A selective listing of major events and other memorable highlights from a great season

J U N E
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Tues. – Head Staff arrive for Pre-Pre-Pre Camp
Wed. – Head Staff procedures training
Thurs. – Head Staff procedures training
Fri. – Head Staff breakfast cookout; Activity Leaders and Trip Staff arrive for Pre-Pre Camp; Icebreakers
Sat. – Activity Leaders and Trip Staff White Caps (swim tests); Twilight Beaver Paddle and Shrinky Dink
evening program
Sun. – Trippers trip departs; Activity Leaders cookout; Intercamp Sports Night with Taylor Statten Camps
at Ahmek
Mon. – General Staff arrive for Pre-Camp; Icebreakers; Head Staff and Activity Leader introductions; Staff
campfire
Tues. – Staff White Caps; Music Bingo evening program
Wed. – Trippers trip returns; Emergency drills training; Plat-Forum evening program with Andrea
Thurs. – Staff First Aid Day; Ropes staff training begins; Canoe trip skills training; Jeopardy evening program; Directors’ Block Party
Fri. – Staff night out at the Portage Store
Sat. – Sleep-in; All-staff PPP; All-staff paddle; Staff Show
Sun. – First session campers arrive; Cabin Night
Mon. – Lice checks; White Caps; Camper PPP; Staff Show; CIT fashion show; Noon-Way ceremony

J U L Y
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Tues. – Canada Day; Individual Choice sign-up; Cabin photos; Beaver Council speeches and elections
Wed. – First canoe trip departures of the summer; 15-day trips depart; Individual Choice periods begin;
Choose Your Own Adventure evening program
Thurs. – Voyageur Canoe program cookout; Carnival Night evening program; Ranger BBQ; Forester trip
skills
Fri. – US Independence Day; Forester trip skills; Algonquin Park residents alumni dinner; Friday night
speeches; Hobby Hubs; Camp-wide campfire; JT Bedtime Stories
Sat. – Trailblazer trip skills; Pioneer BBQ; Talent Night; Can-Am softball game
Sun. – Superhero Day; Section program night
Mon. – Buffet brunch; Cabin cookouts; Campfire at the Beachers
Tues. – Tribes and Tribulations all-day program
Wed. – All JT trips depart; Individual Choice sign-up; Cabin program night
Thurs. – Tamakwa Stock Exchange evening program, JT Overnights return
Fri. – 13-day trips depart; Basketball team departs for Northland before breakfast; U12 intercamp
@Tamakwa; Camp Bar Mitzvah night for Jenna Felsenthal, Sydney Milgrom and Nadav Sprague
Sat. – Alumni hockey game; Camp musical: Beauty and the Beast
Sun. – JT Triathlon; JT BBQ; Section program night
Mon. – 10-day trips depart; Buffet brunch; Cabin cookouts; Campfire at the Beachers with Chief-O-Chief
Tues. – Camp-wide evening program
Wed. – 15-day trips return; Temagami trip departs; Superfly Presents: Tamakwa’s Got Talent all-day program; Finals and Superfly Dance evening program
Thurs. – Surf and Sail races; Voyageur BBQ; Cabin night
Fri. – Tamakwa Teaser day, U16 intercamp @ Manitou, Friday night speeches; Hobby Hubs; Camp-wide
campfire; JT Bedtime Stories
Sat. – Survivor Day all–day program
Sun. – Camper triathlon; Section program night
Mon. – Buffet brunch; Cabin cookouts; Campfire at the Beachers
Tues. – All-day Surf and Sail; Highway Swim, 49er BBQ; Cabin night
Wed. – Final cabin and long trips return; Air Bands evening program; Mini-Colour War break
Thurs. – Mini-Colour War: “The Loon Skin Circle”
Fri. – Packing and cleaning day; Senior Girls present “Nacho Average Banquet” mini-banquet; Friday night
services and speeches; Camp musical: Bye Bye Birdie; Extended campfires
Sat. – First session campers Depart; Visiting Day; Movie Night evening program; Staff BBQ
Sun. – Second session campers arrive; Lice checks; Cabin night
Mon. – CIT canoe trips depart; PPP for August campers; Individual Choice sign-up; Cabin photos; Casino
Night evening program
Tues. – First camper canoe trips depart; Pasta Fazool visits Tamakwa; Pirate afternoon; Beaver Council
elections; Counselor Hunt evening program
Wed. – Beaver Council presents Game Show Night Rotations
Thurs. – Senior camper switch day; Pioneer BBQ, Senior Girls to Portage Store; World Records evening
program

A U G U ST
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Fri. – All-Day Sail; Ranger field trip to Logging Museum; Camp Bar Mitzvah night for Jake Fine, Ethan
Raduns-Silverstein, Sophie Schneider and Brad Zucker
Sat. – JT Triathlon; Ranger BBQ; Talent Show evening program
Sun. – 15-day and Temagami trips depart; U12 intercamp @ Manitou; JT trip skills; Individual Choice
sign-up
Mon. – JT 4-day trips depart; “The Nutty Chocolatier Strikes Back” all-day program
Tues. – JT 3-day trips depart; Can-Am hockey lunch at Plat-Forum; Section program night
Wed. – JT overnights depart; Buffet brunch; Cabin cookouts; Campfire at the Beachers with
Chief-O-Chief
Thurs. – All JT trips return; Camp-wide evening program
Fri. – Adventure Valley day camp campers arrive; Adventure Valley BBQ; U16 intercamp @ Tamakwa;
Camp musical: Cats
Sat. – Amazing Race evening program
Sun. – Temagami trips depart; 2-week and 6-week campers depart; Adventure Valley campers depart;
Section program night
Mon. – Buffet brunch; Cabin cookouts; Campfire at the Beachers; Head Staff Water Boiling Challenge
Tues. – Golden Day waterfront afternoon; Individual Choice sign-up; Tamakwa’s Court evening program
Wed. – Evening program: “Whose Line is it Anyway”
Thur. – All-day Surf and Sail; Ballfield lunch; JT hike afternoon
Fri. – Harvey Deutsch Camper Triathlon; Friday night speeches; Hobby Hubs
Sat. – 3-week and 7-week campers depart; Head Staff Diner Dinner; Saturday Night Live evening program
Sun. – Final cabin and long trips return; Canoe Race with Taylor Statten Camps; Harvey Deutsch Staff
Triathlon; Camp musical: Wizard of Oz; Colour War break
Mon. – “Battle for the Best Picture” Colour War, Day 1; Tamakwa Academy Awards evening program
Tues. – “Battle for the Best Picture” Colour War, Day 2; Creatives evening program and results;
Staff BBQ
Wed. – Packing and cleaning day; CITs present “Tamakwa Winter Classic”; Camp-wide extended campfires
Thurs. – Summer of 2014 ends as Tamakwans leave for home
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WELCOME TO THE CLUB

Tamwaka shows its appreciation for those who go the distance. In 2014, seven staffers
from diverse backgrounds came in for special recognition. by robert sarner

A

t Tamakwa, induction
into the distinguished
camp Bar/Bat Mitzvah Club is a benchmark
moment achieved only after
13 years of dedication to
life on the shores of South
Tea Lake. At most, no more
than a handful of Tamakwans each year attain such

an exalted status.
As a result, the ceremony is given the appropriate
respect, taking place on the
Slope on Friday evenings,
with the entire camp in
attendance. This summer, there were seven Bar/
Bat Mitzvah honourees.
Collectively, they spanned

a wide spectrum of staff
positions. With counselors
Jenna Felsenthal, Sydney
Milgrom, Ethan RadunsSilverstein, Sophie Schneider and Brad Zucker; canoe
tripper Nadav Sprague;
and CIT Director (former
AL) Jake Fine, many areas
of post-camper life were

MORE THAN MEETS
THE EYE

A lasting testament to a summer, the 2014 plaque captures the spirit
of Tamakwa through creative interpretation. by andrea basen

T

he Dining Hall has
a hallowed place at
camp, and with good
reason. When thinking
about it, many things come
to mind. Most are positive − the singsongs, the
banquets, the Friday night
challah. Some less so −
long lines at the salad bar,
announcements that never
seem to end, not to mention Sheppard’s Pie.
But for many Tamakwans, the first thing that
comes to mind are the
plaques. A feast for the
eyes, so much creativity
and decades of history are
displayed on the building’s
walls and ceiling. It’s what
newcomers first notice
when they enter, and the
first thing alumni do when
they return to camp is
admire the hundreds of
plaques on view.
Creating the year-end
plaque is a major responsibility – and honour − for
anyone, especially for a
first-time Tamakwan. This
summer, in keeping with a
longstanding tradition, the
head of Arts and Crafts got
the nod. Sarah Bowie rose
to the occasion, and then
some.
While tackling her assignment, she took inspiration from past plaques
and Tamakwa lore. Having
grown up with parents
who are both trained
visual artists, Sarah has
long had a creative knack.
4

“My main inspiration
was the 1981 plaque,” says
Sarah, who’s a science student at Queen’s University
in Kingston, Ontario and
hopes to go on to medical
school. “I loved the limited
colours of that plaque, the
way it was done in black
and white, featuring a
solo canoeist on the lake.
Craig (Perlmutter) had
already mentioned to me
that people often cite it as a
favourite despite, or maybe
because of, its simplicity.
From that, I took the idea
to have a black and white
section and then ended up
doing a pen and ink drawing of two canoeists in the
middle of the plaque along
with the three islands in
the background.”
Given that this was
Sarah’s first summer at
Tamakwa, its setting made
a particularly strong impact on her visual senses,
while its rich past also
influenced her.
“My main impression
of Tamakwa during the
summer was of a place
that was deeply rooted in
tradition and history,” says
Sarah. “I wanted to reflect
that in the plaque by showing the black and white
Beaver canoe, but with
updated figures paddling
in it. Also, as tripping is
clearly a huge part of Tamakwa, I tried to incorporate that aspect by showing
the relationship between

the trees in Algonquin
Park (which formed the
framework for the plaque
and added colour) and the
lakes (whether it be South
Tea or any of the many others visited on trip).”
After fully planning it
out and gathering the necessary materials, it took
Sarah 10 days to complete
the plaque. As its content
is a closely guarded secret
until it’s revealed to the
camp at the Final Banquet,
Sarah had to work on it
discretely.
“The challenge is all
that much greater due to
the need to keep it confidential and finding enough
spare time at one of the
busiest periods in the summer,” says Sarah. “It was
sometimes difficult to fit it
in due to the huge amount
of diferent work going on
in the art room for other
end-of-year plaques and
all the things necessary
to make for Colour War
but somehow it all came
together in time.”
Based on the highly
enthusiastic response of
campers and staff to its
unveiling at the Final Banquet, Sarah succeeded, big
time. Several people told
her it’s now their new favourite from among all the
plaques in the Dining Hall.
Seeing how many amazing
ones there are already, that
says something. The tradition continues.

represented.
This summer, as has
long been the tradition for
this hallowed occasion,
friends and family of each
honouree attended the
event, many paying tribute
to their admired one. It
made for an entertaining
collection of anecdotes,

happy memories and inside
jokes related to life at
Tamakwa. The celebration
culminated in the customary presentation of the
much-coveted Tamakwa
leather jackets, custom designed and made in Canada
by Roots.
Nobody quite knows

how the expression most
often associated with this
event first took hold at
Tamakwa. Each year, Vic
or Craig invariably says
to all the honourees, “We
hope you don’t take the
jacket and run,” encouraging them not to complete
their Tamakwa career
just because they’ve now
reached this much-respected milestone. While some
listen and others don’t, a
big How!How! is order to
all the 2014 inductees.
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THEM CHANGES

You win some, you lose some… Altering what’s on offer in the Dining Hall and at Tuck and
introducing various environmental practices is a work in progress. by margot perlmutter

N

othing gets Tamakwans excited like food
and tuck. For the past
few years, I’ve taken up a
small space in the South
Tea Echo to provide updates and thoughts on various food and environmental changes implemented
over the years at Tamakwa.
Regular readers know of
what I speak.
Don’t worry, I won’t
list all these innovations
in detail again. Suffice it
to say that some changes
have been big (recycling
and eliminating the use
of disposable cups during shore lunches and
cookout mornings); some
have been small (swapping
fried chicken parmesan for
grilled chicken); some have
been celebrated (the salad
bar, of course); and some
have been cursed (banana
brownies). However, no
change to date has made
as many headlines as the
Cookout Tuck Switch!
This calls for some
explanation. Before I tell
you what this Cookout Tuck
Switch actually means,

let me outline the behindthe-scenes changes that
we made this past summer
that many Tamakwans
might not have even noticed.
The biggest and most
exciting, at least for me,
was the creation of the
Tamakwa Organic Garden. Put together by the
wonderful people at Young
Urban Farmers in Toronto,
we started small with four
small, green organic garden
boxes. Housed on a picnic
table outside the kitchen/
staff dining hall area,

we tested out kale, Swiss
chard, tomatoes and mixed
herbs. The “test” element
was to see which fresh elements would withstand our
friendly Algonquin critters.
Surprisingly, the Swiss
chard box was wiped clean
within 48 hours (who
knew animals loved Swiss
chard?) but I’m happy to
say the three remaining
boxes made it through the
summer.
While our mini-garden
didn’t quite sprout enough
to feed the entire camp
(yes, the tomatoes finally

turned red in mid-September), we did manage
to sneak some fresh mint,
kale, basil and other green
goodness into many of our
salad bar dishes during the
summer. The best part is
now knowing a garden can
withstand an Algonquin
summer and has endless
Tamakwa potential.
Other changes may
have been less glamourous
but no less satisfying. For
the record, I am personally
proud of:
• The removal of sugar
shakers from Dining Hall

IN WITH THE NEW

How many Tamakwans really noticed a change to an important part
of camp’s time-honoured skyline? by bennett magy

W

hile scanning the
fabled northern
shore of South Tea
during the summer, it’s
unlikelly that meny Tam-

akwans noticed a slight difference on the waterfront
as compared to previous
summers. Only the most
sharp-eyed ones will
have recognized the
change.

Standing tall on the
swim docks and greeting
everyone arriving at camp
was a newly renovated
tower. Despite being completely reconstructed, the
iconic structure is nearly
identical to the old one, retaining its trademark
white supports and
red roof that generations of Tamakwans
know so well.
Initially erected in
1992 as a set piece for the
film Indian Summer, in
time it became clear it was
not built with longevity in
mind. After more than 20
summers of Tamakwans
ascending the ladder and
plunging into the lake
below, the tower’s supports
had weakened.
“Given the often severe
weather conditions and
the abundant moisture the
tower has been subjected
to over the years, it’s not
surprising it needed serious attention, ,” says Libby
Sadick von Neumann, a
longtime Tamakwan who
knew the tower well in
addition to its ancestor.
“Ultimately, we decided it
made more sense to build
an entirely new one instead
of trying to repairing the
aging tower which had
started to rot.”
Following the summer
of 2013, Tamakwa’s all-star
off-season work crew began the process by disman-

tling the old tower and then
reconstructing the new one
to the highest standards.
Veteran swim tower
enthusiast Asher RadunsSilverstein approves of the
new version of the Tamakwa landmark.
“From a distance, it’s
hard to see a big difference
in the 2014 tower,” he said
late in the summer. “But
the closer you got to it and
the more you jumped off
it, the better it looked and
felt.”
Throughout the summer, as in previous years,
especially on golden days,
long lines formed on the
dock next to the tower, full
of Tamakwans, young and
old, eager to ascend the
structure to take the big
leap into the water below.
Thanks to the hard work
of the maintenance staff,
campers and staff will continue to line up for decades
to come.
And, what became of
its previous incarnation? It
literally went up in smoke.
The supports were cut into
many small pieces and
stored in the various caches
of firewood around camp.
As such, you could say that
the old tower received an
honourable cremation as
campers and staff alike
burned the old supports
in the nightly campfires
over the course of the 2014
summer.

tables. (Do we really need
more sugar on top of our
sugar cereals?)
• Only serving organicbased soy products including tofu and garden
burgers.
• Changing from soy milk
to rice milk as our nondairy alternative.
• Reducing the use of
canned beans by boiling
dried beans instead, which
is better for both the environment and our bodies.
• Eliminating all Styrofoam cups and bowls and
replacing them with paper
products.
So much for the boring changes that make me
happy. Let us now focus on
the big change that made
very few people happy −
although I know deep down
a few campers and staff
actually liked this initiative
even if they were just too
scared to admit it.
Three times a week
campers have the pleasure of receiving a piece of
sugary goodness called
tuck. In 2013, I tried to
lure campers into selecting
a healthier option but when
placed next to ‘traditional
candy,’ it was a tall order.
This year, I went with a
more aggressive approach.
One of our three tuck
days happens to fall during

the weekly cookout where
campers and staff relax
and unwind on a nearby
campsite. Mail and tuck are
bagged by cabin for everyone to enjoy during their
afternoon. This summer,
the mail bag contained a
new tuck option, Somersaults. Small, sunflower
seed-based snacks that are
higher in protein, lower in
sugar and come in various
flavours. There is still sugar
but I won’t go as far as to
say that they taste anything
like candy.
Some campers and
staff enjoyed the crunchy
snacks but when an entire
all-day program is centered
around the demise of Sommersaults, I think it’s safe
to say that yet again, this
change was not exactly a
smashing success.
Tamakwans, you have
partially won this battle.
While Sommersaults won’t
be served at cookouts in
2015, don’t count on the
return of traditional tuck in
your mail bag either.
In the meantime,
the search continues for
healthier treats that will
not only please the sugary palates of campers
and staff but hopefully not
result in me being strapped
to a bench in Main Camp!
I’m not easily deterred.

TRY
OVERNIGHT
CAMP
WITH US
FOR
JUST
1 DAY
(ages 6-10)

TEASER DAY

Friday, July 17, 2015
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STANDING TALL

An unexpected figure holds court in the Dining Hall watching over
guests at the buffet lunch on Visiting Day. by robert sarner

O

nce a year for a few
hours, Tamakwa’s
population greatly
swells to several times its
normal number. On Visiting Day, at the end of the
first session in late July, the
camp hosts 400-500 guests
as relatives and friends of
campers and staff, joined
by a smattering of alumni,
converge on the shores of
South Tea for fun, socializing and taking in the
wonder of camp. One of the
highlights is the gourmet
buffet lunch prepared by
Head Chef Guy Tetreault
and his team who ensure
visitors are well fed.
This summer, as in
recent years, the culinary
experience also included a
treat for the eyes separate
from the food. Thanks to
the creative talents of one
of the kitchen staff, an unusual sculpture had pride of
place in the Dining Hall. As
Visiting Day guests entered
for the buffet, they were
greeted by a large native
Indian wearing a tribal
head dress. The three-foot
high sculpture, mounted
on a wooden stand, stood
at the head of the T-shaped
fruit table in front of the
fireplace. Weighing nearly
100 pounds, it took two

men to lift and put it in its
place.
Created by Samantha
Seitz, the sculpture was
made from an unlikely material. The previous year,
as part of the decoration
for the buffet, Samantha
had originally intended to
do an ice carving. She had
to change plans when the
necessary amount of ice
couldn’t be procured and
ended up making a large
mermaid out of vegetable
shortening. This time,
using the same material,
she decided to act on Libby
Sadick von Neumann’s
suggestion for a different
subject for the sculpture.
“As soon as Libby mentioned the idea of a native
Indian, I was so excited to
begin doing it,” says Samantha, 25, who recently
received her Bachelor of
Fine Arts from Georgian
College in Barrie, Ontario.
“The first time I did this, I
was nervous because painting and drawing were my
main focus in school, not
sculpting. But I was fascinated by the challenge.”
Creating such a sculpture was anything but a
casual endeavour. After
first doing research online
and finding an image that

seemed right, Samantha
began by placing four
blocks of lard together on
a platform or base and
then molding the blocks
into one. Next, she mapped
out the general shape of
the sculpture on the block
itself, outlined areas not
needed and then started
cutting away the excess
shortening.
Once Samantha was
content with the shape and
proportions, she smoothed
out areas and the figure
began to come to life. At
this point, she also took
away and added shortening
in different areas until the
overall outcome felt right.
Lastly, she added the finer
details, like the markings
in the feathers or aspects of
the face and hair. In total,
Samantha spent nine hours
creating the sculpture.
Due to her official duties,
she could only work on the
sculpture on her breaks
or after hours when the
kitchen was closed.
“The biggest challenge
with this project is time
and heat,” says Samantha,
who’s worked at Tamakwa
since 2011. “It’s hard to find
enough time to complete it
until I’m absolutely satisfied with the entire piece.

Also, the heat makes the
medium extremely soft and
makes delicate areas hard
to deal with so I can’t have
it sitting out of the fridge
for longer than two to three
hours at a time.”
Samantha derives great
satisfaction from the response she gets to her creations, so much so that she

plans to do make another
sculpture for Visiting Day
in 2015, even if she’s not yet
sure what it will be.
“The reactions I receive
are always positive,” says
Samantha. “I get a lot of
questions as people are
very curious about the
medium because it’s not
every day you see some-

thing sculpted out of an
ingredient normally used
for baking. Also, when
people see that I sculpt
only using my hands and a
butter knife, they’re quite
impressed, which makes
me really happy. It’s fun to
open people’s minds to the
possibility of creating art
out of anything.”

ing while camp was eating
breakfast, but soon we were
ready for bigger things.”
At the start of second
session, with a fresh batch
of campers arriving at
Tamakwa, the resurrection of Camp Radio was
announced. The first night,
DJ Levinsky used his
smooth tones to read Dr.
Seuss over the airwaves.
It proved an auspicious
debut. Huddled around
this strange thing known
as a radio, the JTs loved
what they heard. The next
day, Senior girls asked if
they could get a radio so
they too could tune in.
Soon after, many staff
also wanted one and new
radios were given to cabins.
Within days, the whole
camp would huddle around
radios to be part of the experience. JT campers soon
learned to take the opening
songs as their cue to scramble into bed, falling silent
A dedicated team brings the magic of music and bedtime stories
for perhaps the first time
to the masses through the lost art of radio. by ben evans
that day as they listened
oooood evening
to the revival of Tamakwa’s ple part of camp evenings.
intently for the start of the
ladies and gentlemen, very own radio station,
According to Head Tripper ever popular bedtime story.
and welcome to 100.1 100.1 The Beaver. During
Nate Zahn, a regular guest
From the playful
The Beaver rocks Camp
the August session, 9:45 pm presenter, the early origins rhymes of Dr Seuss’s The
Tamakwa!”
came to mean only one
of the radio rebirth took
Sneetches, to the philoIt’s the end of another
thing: the start of another
root in the Head Staff Din- sophical ponderings of
action-packed day on the
edition of The Bedtime
ing Hall.
Loren Eiseley’s The Star
sunny shores. Evening Pro- Show, headed up by Boys
“The idea of revivThrower, the stories were
gram is over, Taps has been Camp Director Mike Leving Camp Radio became
an instant hit. Forester
sung, and campfires are
insky.
something of a Head Staff
camper AJ Axelrod combeginning to burn low. But
Combining classic mu- schtick early in the summented that he particularly
over at Camp Radio, the
sic, live performances, and mer,” says Nate. “First,
liked the fact that each tale
night has only just begun.
the always eagerly awaited we used the Dining Hall
came with a moral lesson.
This summer, campers bedtime story, The Bedtime microphone to broadcast
“Mike always finished
and staff alike were treated Show quickly became a sta- Nate and Garf in the Morn- by telling us to think about
6

the story’s meaning and
talk about it as a cabin but
usually most people were
asleep by then,” says AJ. “I
like falling asleep to a good
story.”
It’s well known that
reading aloud to children
of all ages can be extremely
beneficial. Besides aiding
emotional intelligence,
listening to stories can help
children to develop both
their language skills and
their ability to visualize.
The nightly tales also
proved popular with staff
members. Kitchen staff and
salad bar extraordinaire
Emma Hunter originally
tuned in to hear Nate perform a live Beatles cover,
but soon found herself
equally captivated by
Mike’s storytelling prowess.
“Mike would often tell
inspirational stories about
a young person’s struggle to
get by in life, before revealing it to be the back-story
of a famous figure such as
Walt Disney, or Harrison
Ford,” says Emma. “You
could tell that he’s an English and Drama teacher.
He obviously put a lot of
thought into researching
and writing his tales.”
These tales were
regularly complemented
by Nate’s musical talents.
His mixture of covers and
original songs quickly
became a regular feature
of The Bedtime Show, with
campers often requesting

favourites to listen to as
they got ready for bed. One
particular fan of Nate’s performances was JSB Ryan
Storm.
“I was walking back
to my cabin after campfire
one night when I heard
Nate singing in the Camp
Radio shack,” Ryan recalls.
“I went over to see if I could
listen in and Mike and Nate
welcomed me in with open
arms. Seconds later, I was
on air as a guest. It was so
much fun.”
Ryan became a fixture
on the show, answering
trivia questions, commenting on stories, and helping
to interview Margot, Craig
and numerous other guests
who popped by.
“I’d love to see Camp
Radio return in 2015,”
Ryan told the South Tea
Echo. “It really added
something to the summer.
It’s also great getting involved in things like this.”
In recent times, Tamakwans from Boys Hill to
Robbie’s Point were sad to
see the previous incarnation of Camp Radio – run
for many years by David
Stringer during Rest Hour
– become almost dormant. But thanks to the
hard work and creativity
of Mike, Nate, Ryan and
friends, many are hopeful that the success of The
Bedtime Show this past
summer marks just the
beginning of a radio renaissance at camp.

THE CALL OF THE
WIRELESS

G
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YOU DON’T SAY:
A WAY WITH WORDS

expression, it adds to the
experience of camp and
makes you more part of
camp life.”
MAGGIE PIDTO, 15, Senior
Girl, Hartford, CT, 7th year
“I like ‘schlect’ because it’s
an easy word to describe
something that’s dirty. Certainly our cabin is sometimes really ‘schlect.’ I love
that word.”

Voulez-vous parler Tamakwan? We asked campers: “What’s your favourite
Tamakwa expression?” interviews by robert sarner
MOLLY SHAPIRO, 15, Senior
Girl, Telluride, Colorado,
4th year at camp
“My favourite expression
is ‘bug juice’ because it’s so
bizarre and unique to Tamakwa. I think it’s probably
Canadian. I also like how
we say ‘How!How!’ instead
of clapping. It’s sort of an
inside joke, a tribal saying
that people outside camp
don’t understand.”

JARED NISKAR, 11, Ranger,
West Bloomfield, MI, 3rd
year
“My favourite expressions
are ‘golden days’ and ‘silver
days’ because where I live
there’s not a ton of golden
days. I also like when they
refer to ‘Uncle Lou’ because
he founded Tamakwa and
is part of the history. It’s
cool.”

BLAKE ZAMLER, 12, Ranger,
Franklin, MI, 6th year
“I like the Yiddish expressions, like ‘schlect’ and
‘schreck’ and that kind of
stuff. I just like the way
they sound and that they’re
a tradition at camp.”
ABBY SEIFMAN, 14, JSG,
Franklin, MI, 7th year
“There are a lot of expressions at camp that are
really cute and funny. I
like ‘How!How!,’ for saying
good job or congratulations and as a way to build
up someone’s self-esteem.
I also like ‘Twilight,’ the
name for right after dinner
before Evening Program
when you can just hang out
and do whatever you want.
Sometimes, back in the
city, I accidentally say these
expressions and I have to
explain what I mean.”
ELIZABETH GORDINIER, 9,
Trailblazer, West Bloomfield, MI, 1st year
“I love hearing it’s a ‘golden
day’ because that means
it’s going to be really sunny
outside and everyone gets
very happy about it and you
don’t have to worry about
rain that day.”
MATTHEW ERNST, 15, Senior
Boy, Franklin, MI, 5th year
“By far, ‘How!How!’ is my
favourite Tamakwa expression. It’s widely known at
camp that it means ‘good
job.’ It makes you feel
special when someone
says it to you and that only
Tamakwa uses it. People in
the city have no idea what
it means unless you tell
them.”
ISAIAH RUBIN, 11, Ranger,
Birmingham, MI, 5th year
“When it’s sunny out, we
say it’s a ‘golden day’ or
when it’s rainy and cloudy,
it’s a ‘silver day.’ I like that
there’s no negativity in
those expressions. It’s a
positive way to describe
those situations. ‘Tough
beavers’ is another good
one to say we’re hardworking campers and staff.”
ALEX BEAN, 12, Ranger,
Franklin, MI, 5th year
“I like ‘How!How!’ because
it makes me feel happy and
special. When people say
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it to you, it means you did
something good and it’s
kind of cool. I’ve said it a
few times back in the city
but no one understood it.”
NOA OFFMAN, 11, Pioneer,
Toronto, ON, 4th year
“I like ‘Don’t count the
days, make the days count.’
It’s like saying you only
have a certain amount of
time at camp and rather
than counting all the days
you have, you should make
them count. Live every
single day at camp like it’s
your last. It helps me to live
in the moment. I also like
that when it rains, we often
say it’s a ‘silver day.’ It’s
looking on the positive side
and not thinking it’s gross
outside.”

STELLA BROWN, 14, JSG,
Birmingham, MI, 5th year
“I like the name ‘Hobby
Hubs’ for the program
after Friday night services
when you can do different
things and anyone can set
up a station of what they
like to do. I also like ‘biffy’
because it’s a different,
funny way of saying toilet
or bathroom.”

fun day is ahead. A silver
day still makes me feel
good but not as excited as a
golden day.”
MELANIE HIRSCH, 9, Trailblazer, West Bloomfield,
MI, 2nd year
“I like the expression
‘liquid sunshine’ because
it’s a nice way to say rain. It
helps make you feel happy
despite the weather.”

VIOLET GREEN, 11, Pioneer,
New York, NY, 2nd year
“I like how they don’t call
it the bathroom, but the
‘biffy.’ It makes you wonder
who thought of it and if it’s
said in different places. I
also like ‘How!How!.’ When
people say it, I wonder
where it came from. I asked
one of my counselors and
she said maybe after they
built Tamakwa a wolf
went ‘How!How!’ and they
thought of it as congratulations.”
MAYA SALTZMAN, 12, Pioneer, Toronto, ON, 3rd year
“My favourite expression
is ‘Tootsie Frootsie.’ I just
like the sound of it. It’s fun
to say.”

CHARLEY RAY, 8, Trailblazer,
Toronto, ON, 2nd year
MURLEY HERRLE-FANNING, 14, “‘Tuck’ because it’s good
JSB, Toronto, ON, 3rd year and I like candy. I also like
“I like ‘How!How!’ when
‘golden day’ because when
someone does a good job.
they say that, it means it’s
I also like ‘biffy’ because
hot out and not freezing.”
it’s really a creative name
JONATHAN SILVER, 14, JSB,
MAX BRONSTINE, 12, Ranger, and a good way of making
Los Angeles, CA, 6th year
it part of the camp comToronto, ON, 5th year
“I like ‘How!How!’ because munity. When you use that “I like ‘How!How!’ because
it’s not a normal way to
congratulate people. It’s
different and fun rather
DAVID HERMELIN, 12,
than just clapping. I also
Ranger, Bingham Farms,
like how the boys bathroom
MI, 6th year
“I like ‘golden days’ and ‘sil- is called the ‘biffy’ while
ver days’ because it makes
the girls bathrooms are
it sound even better than
called Treasure, Jerry’s and
it really is, even on a silver
Adventure after the three
day. I also like ‘schrek’ beislands in the lake. Because of the way it sounds
cause bathroom isn’t such
and it’s a character from a
a nice word, I think Margot
movie. It’s very Yiddish. My changed it to ‘biffy’ which
grandma says it.”
sounds a lot better.”
ARLYN GOLDSTEIN, 15, Senior Girl, Rockville, Maryland, 8th year
“I know this might be a
cliché but I like saying
‘How!How!’ because it’s a
very unique expression that
Tamakwa says. I like how
it’s a fun way to congratulate someone rather than
the usual way. Back in the
city, when someone does
something and I want to
say ‘good job,’ sometimes
‘How!How!’ slips out of
my mouth and everyone
looks at me confused and I
explain it to them”

POPPY RICHLER, 16, CIT,
London, England, 4th year
“I love the word ‘schlect.’
It’s just funny and everyone
knows it means dirty or
terrible.”

it’s funny and random. It
doesn’t really make much
sense but it’s always been
Tamakwa’s way of saying
good job. I like it when people say it to me. It makes
me feel accomplished. I
also like ‘biffy’ because it’s
catchy and sounds funny.
I think it stands for ‘bathroom-in-forest-for-you.’ I’d
never heard it before coming to Tamakwa.”
MAX HUBERMAN, 15, Senior
Girl, New York, NY, 6th
year
“I obviously like
‘How!How!’ because it
means good job. When I
ran across the finish line, it
was really nice hearing everyone saying ‘How!How!.’
This year, my new thing
was to say ‘schlect’ instead of ‘it’s gross.’ Saying
‘schlect’ is more fun and
more of a Tamakwa thing.”
ZOE FRIEDMAN, 15, Senior
Girl, Toronto, ON, 8th year
“I like ‘How!How!’ and it’s a
‘silver day.’ It’s a much nicer
way of saying it’s not very
nice out.”
SYDNEY SCHACTER, 11, Pioneer, Toronto, ON, 3rd year
“I like ‘golden day’ because
it means it’s going to be
a nice day, so you can do
water activities with your
friends. It has such a positive association.”
LUCY ZATE, 9, Trailblazer,
West Bloomfield, MI, 3rd
summer
“My favourite Tamakwa
expression is ‘golden day.’ It
makes more sense because
the sun is a golden colour
and it’s hot out, so like it’s a
golden day.”
HENRY SIGEL, 11, Ranger,
Toronto, ON, 2nd year
“I like ‘tootsie frootsie’ and
‘biffy’ because I only hear
those words when I’m at
Tamakwa. I never use them
at home.”

KYLE RECHTER, 15, Senior
Boy, Franklin, MI, 8th year
“I like ‘Today is the first day
of the rest of your life.’ It’s
hard to explain but I like
the positive attitude behind
it.”
ETHAN PURTHER, 12, Ranger,
Birmingham, MI, 4th year
“I really like the ‘golden’
and ‘silver’ day expressions because I think it’s
cool that camp created a
special name for the type of
day it is. I like the concept
of a golden day. It makes
me feel really good, like a
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COMING TO YOUR SENSES
Being at Tamakwa helped one staff member realize there’s so much more to discover
when you pay greater attention to what’s around you. by sheldon de souza

C

onnecting with all our
senses allows us to
better experience life
to our fullest capacity. With
all that God has given us,
we have endless resources
to enjoy what’s around us.
An important part of that is
one’s approach to living.
Over the years, I’ve
heard many people speak
of the concept of “carpe
diem” − Latin for ‘seize the
day’. After spending the
summer at Tamakwa, and
now after being back in
the city for a few weeks, it
makes even more sense to
me. In keeping with carpe
diem, I often try to take the
time to really stop and take
a second to observe and
feel everything around me.
You may perceive this
as meditation but I’d rather
call it just a moment of
appreciation, of being more
attentive and sensitive to
one’s environment. Put
away your phone and other
technology or anything
else that may distract you.
Now using all your senses,
allow yourself to see, feel,
smell, hear and, if you have
a snack or drink, possibly
taste the goodness of a
moment you will be able to
remember later on.

Being at Tamakwa in
the heart of Algonquin
Park made me more aware
of what’s around me. The
extreme contrast with
my normal urban reality
sharpened my senses, even
my attitude and power of
observation.
Wherever you are at
this moment is a potential
memory that can be kept
with you should you choose
to hold on to it. Pay close
attention to the colours,
shapes, sizes, movement,
textures, angles, heights
and depths. Feel the air,
the heat or cold, the area
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around you, your heartbeat, your breathing pattern and all the vibrations
around you. Smell whatever
fragrances, odours, aromas, or scents come your
way. Listen to everything
and listen closely to the
pitch or frequencies, the
direction of the sound
sources, the volume, the
blending of multiple sounds
and overall soundscape.
Taste the goodness life is
offering you at the moment. Now this may be an
uncommon task for you or
a familiar one depending
on your daily agenda but

a sense of appreciation for
life is priceless.
All this in order to
become more aware of your
inner and outer environments. This past summer,
Algonquin Park brought
me surroundings that are
unique and returning home
to Toronto gave me another
experience. Each is equally
authentic in its own way.
Spending two months in
Algonquin, without the
usual distractions, opened
my eyes to differences.
One of the first things
I noticed when I returned
home is the smell of the

trees near my house. I
never noticed this before
but after being surrounded
by trees in Algonquin, my
body had become used to
nature’s fragrances.
The second thing I
noticed, once I removed the
earphones acting more as
earplugs that I often wear
in the city, was the sound of
tires on the road as the cars
drove by. I heard chatter
of large groups of people
and a general rumble that
together created my city
soundscape. While in Algonquin, I remember hearing birds, water, and wind.
Sometimes I would hear
fire crackling. I would hear
kids playing at Tamakwa. I
would hear a recognizable
bell that would ring every
morning to wake us up, and
many times throughout
the day. The amazing thing
that happens as you start to
recognize signature sounds
is that they can evoke vivid
memories.
While at Tamakwa, as
the Music Recording Director, my work put me in
an environment of music.
Music has a powerful effect
on a person’s environment.
With the right combination of frequencies and
rhythms, a person can
experience many things.
A song that will forever
stay with me for no real
reason is “Take A Picture”

by Filter. I have no idea
why or what it is about that
song but it always connects
me with happy, positive
moments in my past. At
camp, we had a plethora of
soundtracks from different
sources. Each camper may
remember specific sounds
or songs I played when I
DJed for events.
The one sound I
couldn’t compete with,
however, was the natural
sounds of Algonquin Park.
Whenever I took the kids
on journeys through the
forests, we would visit different locations. Sounds
would abound if we bothered to listen. Each was
identifiable and memorable
to any willing set of ears.
The great memories
from the summer are now
moments only remembered
because I was present
during those times. I was
“present” by being open to
all the sounds, smells, feelings, sights, and tastes in
and around me.
Some people believe
that we have more than five
senses. Maybe we do. As we
spend time each day appreciating the moments and
becoming more aware of
what’s in and around us, we
discover there’s lots more
to discover than we once
realized. Being at Tamakwa
is part of that process of
discovery.

WHAT IT’S ALL ABOUT

Due to unexpected circumstances, a certified trip leader is thankful for coming
across Tamakwa staff in the wilderness during her moment of distress.

B

ased on the ethos
first instilled in
Tamakwans by camp
founder Unca Lou Handler,
campers and staff know
the importance of leaving
campsites in a better state

than they found them, and
of treating people and the
environment with great
respect. All that is of course
equally important both
at Tamakwa and farther
afield.

In that spirit, it was
highly gratifying for
Tamakwa’s leadership
to receive an email from
someone who was grateful
for the assistance she and
her group received from a

Tamakwa canoe trip during
some difficult moments in
the wilderness this past
summer. As we thought her
letter would be of interest
to all Tamakwans, we’re
including it below.
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• Surprises from the sky: Don’t blame Wakonda
• Beats me: Campers try to make sense of Tamakwa
• Seeking relief: The Biffy as a source of wisdom
• The nature of camp: Why it’s more vital than ever
• It’s a keeper: Adding to the Tamakwa Museum
• What makes the Waterfront Cabin so special?
• Role models: Capturing hearts and minds at camp
• The first (awkward) step on the road to success
• Reconnecting with Tamakwa 60 years later

THE BEST OF SUMMER 2013

The South Tea Echo presents Tamakwa like
you won’t find it anywhere else. Since 2002,
it has been capturing the best of Tamakwa
life through an engaging mix of words and
photos. Highly informative and entertaining,
each issue showcases the summer’s greatest
moments as seen by campers and staff.
Find every issue of the South Tea Echo at www.tamakwa.com.
Click on “Free Play,” go to “Archives” and scroll down.
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Telling the Tamakwa story since 2002
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Dear Camp Tamakwa,
I want to send a message of thanks
to four members of your staff -Genevieve Hurwitz, Snaige Jogi,
Sally Johnson, Tyler-Jane Robins -for coming to my assistance on the
750-meter portage from Laura Lake
to McConnell Bay in Temagami in
early August.
At the time, I was leading a
group of eight people from the
Barrie Canoe and Kayak Club on a
9-day trip to Chiniguchi loop. We
were ahead of your camp group
when unfortunately I slipped off
a log near the end of a 30-meter
bog. My left leg was ‘cemented’ in
place for about 20 minutes before I
could free myself. While struggling
to dig myself out, two of your
staffers stayed by my side, took my

44-pound canoe pack off me, and
even volunteered to carry it for me
(I declined).
Later, I found out that your staff
had assisted others in my group by
doing two-man canoe carries past
the bog, and also carried one of our
food barrels. We didn’t have to ask.
The four Tamakwans saw what
needed to be done and volunteered
freely to help in any way they
could. My group was impressed by
the maturity and leadership your
staff exhibited.
We eventually secured a camp
site on the sandy McConnell Bay. A
thunderstorm rolled through, and
when your camp group didn’t show, I
knew it was because they were off the
water until the storm broke. As the
camp site next to ours was available,

we ‘reserved’ it for some wonderful
campers who we had noticed were
looking for a site. It quickly became
a little village, well organized and
clean, and the next morning our
new ‘friends’ departed for more
adventures.
During our trip, we met several
camp groups but the maturity,
skill, and leadership exhibited by
Genevieve, Snaige, Sally and TJ was
never surpassed by anyone from the
other camps.
Congratulations to Tamakwa
for selecting these fine people, and
thanks to the four counsellors. They
are amazing.
Hanne
Certified Trip Leader
Ontario Recreational Canoeing/
Kayaking Association Barrie, Ontario

South Tea Echo

JUST WHEN YOU THINK
YOU’VE SEEN IT ALL…
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camp.’
Or they’ll say to me
‘My kid is on his technology too much, always using
his computer.’ My response
is the same: ‘Send him to
camp.’
An interview with Mike Levinsky, who came to Tamakwa in 2014 after spending
Or, ‘My kid is having
the previous 40 summers at nine other camps. by robert sarner
problems such as being
at Tamakwa in the 1950s
away from home someand I remember having
times, or doesn’t want to
a conversation with her
sleep in other homes.’ I
early in the summer and
simply say ‘Send him to
she asked, ‘Did the great
camp.’ I can give that
Wakonda come out and do
answer for a million things
that weather thing?’ and
and it’s probably one of the
literally that night there
most important things a
was that program. I later
parent can do.
called her to tell her about
At camp. kids learn
it and she was doing the
how to put it together,
whole ‘woof-woof’ thing
survival skills. Sure, you’re
that she had experienced
going to have differences
60 years ago. She knew
in the world, that’s just the
every word of it. She was
way it is. Mom and dad
singing songs like ‘Young
can’t always be there to bail
Folks, Old Folks’ like they
you out. Back when I was
do in the Dining Hall and
a kid, I’d take a can of pop
On the physical level,
I told her they we were
and share it with four difhow does Tamakwa com- ferent people. We all drank
just doing that the other
from the same can and no
day. The fact that the camp pare to other camps?
It’s breathtaking at Tamaw- one died. At camp, you sort
has continued doing those
ka. You’re surrounded by
of get back to those days.
ike Levinsky is nothing if not a creature of sumwouldn’t trade it for the
types of traditions and the
water. You’re on this peninIt’s okay to drink water
mer camp. He knows and understands it better
world.
same songs is incredible.
than most people. As he should after spending the
As innovative as camps sula in the middle of Algon- from a hose. Don’t worry
quin Park, so it’s comabout it, you’re going to be
past 41 summers at 10 camps in Canada and the United
want to be, they in some
How does Tamakwa
pletely breathtaking. It’s
OK. It’s OK to have a little
States. He’s a big advocate of the transformative power of compare to other camps
ways have turned into a
probably one of the nicest,
dirt in your Kraft Dinner.
camp and its positive impact on young people.
business model because
you’ve been at?
if not the nicest, settings
Don’t worry, you’ll surLast June, as Mike arrived in Algonquin Park for his
it’s competitive and there
I’ve had the incredible opvive. I think camp is more
first stint at Camp Tamakwa, he was looking forward
portunity to be immersed
are lots of camps out there. I’ve been able to spend the
summer at. I love the whole relevant than it ever was.
to another summer far from his normal big-city realin the culture of many dif- Are you going to all of a
idea of taking a boat over
It’s great. It’s exactly what
ity. Having been at many other camps since age five, he
ferent camps. On the sursudden turn camp into
to camp. You come around
kids need and what staff
wasn’t expecting anything fundamentally different from
face, all camps are about
Disneyland or are you
that bend and then you see need. It’s what the world
what he’d already experienced. He was in for a surprise.
child safety, kids having
going to keep it how it is
Tamakwa, you’re like ‘wow.’ needs. You’re away from it
With his engaging personality, winning sense of hua good time, supervision,
and sort of tweak things
I don’t think you could ask
all, from technology, you
creating memories, all that here and there? Tamakwa
mour and commanding voice, it didn’t take Mike long to
for better surroundings.
don’t hear a lot about the
stuff. All camps want that.
understands the essence
establish his presence as Boys Camp Director. Campers
news. I don’t like living life
What makes Tamakwa of camp. And the kids also
and staff both responded enthusiastically to him. They
like it’s an emergency and I
get the camp thing. They’re And the camp itself?
so incredibly different for
gave him various nicknames, including Wazowski (from
find that when I get back to
making campfires, going on It’s great, it’s rustic, it’s
me is its culture. I was
Monsters Inc.) and Heisenberg (from Breaking Bad due
the city, I’m living life like
cookouts for six hours, and authentic, it’s real. That’s
blown away by how nice
to his physical likeness to actor Brian Cranston).
how I grew up in camp. To
it’s an emergency.
and polite the kids and the going out on 15-day canoe
When not at camp, Mike, 46, is an English and
me, camp was never about
trips.
staff were, that was the
Drama teacher in Toronto where he lives with his wife
how nice a building looked Anything surprise you at
first thing. I can say that
and three children. Toward the end of the summer, he
Tamakwa?
sat down with the Echo’s Robert Sarner for a far-ranging because I’ve seen it at other Aren’t there other camps or what kind of sailboat
there was. If camp does it
What surprised me most
places being different. That like that?
conversation. Here’s an excerpt:
right, it’s all about a certain were the rich traditions
was really refreshing.
The other camps I’ve been
undefinable magic. You
that are still very much
Q: What is it that brings
in parachuting into a new
It’s the traditions at
to are a little different.
intact. For example, the
you back to camp every
camp?
There are more screens and can’t define what makes
Tamakwa that clearly set
the summer so magical
stories that Vic tells about
summer?
Initially I thought the hard- it aside from other camps
computers, more technolOmer Stringer and Lou
ogy, more photocopying. At because there are a milA: I think it’s just whatever est part about coming to
I’ve been to. My mom was
lion different ingredients.
Handler. People talk about
was established at a young
Tamakwa would be taking
them like they were here
It’s everything from the
age and got interwoven
over for someone who had
setting to the kids, from the yesterday. That’s an incredinto the fabric of my being
been doing this job (Boys
supervision, the staff, the
ible thing.
when I was a camper. It has Camp Director) for many
programs, to the friendAlso the way the camp
something to do with water years. That a whole generaships, the shrecks. It’s all
gets together at the end
and trees and the outdoors tion of kids had grown up
of that together. It either
of almost every night and
and a sense of community
with the same person and
works or it doesn’t.
sings, holding hands. It’s
and a sense of family. Noth- that’s really all they knew.
Anyone who’s been
really something. That was
ing else makes sense to me. So you walk into such a
at camp their whole life
new to me. Until Tamakwa,
Every June, I litersituation and you’re thinkknows if you’ve hit that
I’d never seen a camp have
ally leave my teaching job
ing, how am I going to win
magical camp moment that everyone go down to the
without really finishing
over these boys? They’re
makes kids want to come
docks to say goodbye to
it. I have to negotiate with
so used to a certain type of
the canoe trips on their
back year after year. Or, in
all these people and say “I
person in this job and no
my case, as a child who has departure and likewise
have to get up to camp.”
two people are the same.
greet them on their return.
fluttered into my adultAnd then after camp ends,
That’s something I thought
hood, and I’m 46 and still
The tears, and the authena days later I’m right back
about coming in.
doing this.
ticity of those moments are
to teaching again. People
I literally knew nobody
breathtaking.
have often asked me why
at Tamakwa but that was
Do you consider camp
Every dining hall has
would I go year-round
exciting, too. I like keepmore or less relevant toa million plaques on the
when I can have the suming on my toes. The best
day compared to 20, 30,
walls. Most camps have
mer off. But for me, if I had part about going to a new
40 years ago?
that kind of stuff. But it’s
the summer off and was in camp is that it gives you the
I think it’s more relevant.
the little things that a good
the city, I’d literally go ber- chance to meet 300 or 400
The way that society is gocamp does that makes it
serk. I work longer hours at people who you’re going to
ing, camp is the answer to
special. And Tamakwa does
camp than anywhere but
be maybe keeping in touch
most things.
so many neat little things
they are the most enjoyable with. Most people just live
For example, when
in addition to everything
hours I spend all year long. their life in the city and
I’m at school, sometimes
else.
When you’ve been doing
meeting someone new is
parents will say to me, ‘My
When you’ve been imcamp for so long, it just
rare. I’ve had the opportuchild is having some social mersed in so many camps
makes sense.
nity to do this for my whole
issues and having troufor as long as I have, you
life, and it’s so rewarding,
ble working with other
sort of think you’ve seen it
After nine previous
giving me so many great
children.’ My answer is
all. But after being at Tamcamps, what was the
memories and friendships
akwa, I realized I hadn’t.
four words: ‘Send them to
biggest challenge for you and all those stories. I
9
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Tamakwa, if staff want to
use a phone, they still have
to line up at the payphone.
The payphone at many
other camps closed years
ago because everyone has a
cell phone, although you’re
not supposed to use it until
a certain time at night.
At Tamakwa, I was
amazed that the staff check
in their cell phones and
they only take them out on
their day off, and that’s it.
The whole no-screen thing
here is great because that’s
all the kids do in the city,
talking to and texting each
other with their phones
and spending much of
their time on computers.
At Tamakwa, it’s all about
face-to-face communication and that’s the best gift
that camp can give kids
today.
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SHELTER FROM THE STORM?

from both the sky and Vic’s
hose at Main Camp.
Counselors would
grumble less in the face of
extreme heat or precipitation if they had clip-on
umbrellas on their chairs.
And campers would be able
to get out in canoes, kayaks, and sailboats on silver
days – like the one Devyn
and I saw in New York – if
they were equipped with
miniature umbrellas. Who
knows, you might even be
able to find summer love
when you and your crush
end up under the same
green and white umbrella
in Main Camp before
lunch?
Like any good debate,
Devyn’s point elicited dif-

ferent views. On Facebook,
people weighed in with
myriad statements. Several rang particularly true:
“The umbrella would just
get lost or stolen.” “Rain is
awesome when everyone
else is also wet” and, with a
brilliant display of insight,
someone wrote: “You can
always change out of wet
clothes.”
In a camp where most
things are pretty close
by and Tamakwans are
frequently on the move, it’s
little surprise people often
forget things somewhere,
especially at Arts and
Crafts or during the walk
from fourth to fifth period.
This leaves counselors and
campers alike to go nuts
trying to track down lost
items, not to mention the
CITs, who have to sort and
return everything that’s
been turned in. Just imagine how umbrellas would
figure into all this.
There’s something
utterly exhilarating about
joining a mob of Girls’
Camp puddle jumpers, all
united in a common cause:
to get as muddy and soaking wet as possible from the
liquid sunshine, or singing
“Is it round, is it square?”
in the Dining Hall. Perhaps
the magic of those moments would be diminished
if everybody in camp had
umbrellas, bumping into
one another with the pointy
ends in Main Camp, only
to later scramble to locate
them after a meal outside
the Dining Hall, like campers looking for their bags
on the first day of camp. All
this without mentioning
that Tamakwans tend to
change their outfits more
times a day than the host of
an Academy Awards show.
If we’re changing anyway,

what’s another soaked outfit to switch?
This really is no simple
matter. With so many
compelling points on the
table, my friends and I
were in a quandary. Amid
the contradictions, each
argument seemed valid.
Together, they reflected
the complexity of the issue.
They caused us to question
much of what we previously
knew to be true.
Good or bad, why aren’t
there many umbrellas at
camp? Is there a hidden
reason behind all this madness? That is, until hours
later on that same silvery
spring day in New York,
when a notification popped
up on my Facebook page:
“Craig Perlmutter commented on your wall post.”
Never one to miss a Tamakwa Facebook discussion,
Graig’s presence provided
us some relief. Finally,
Graig will speak!
According to our
leader, the last time an
umbrella was carried at
camp dates back to an era
long before most current
staff were born. It was
back in the 1970s and early
80s and it involved Idelle
Trellay, who at the time
was the “queen of the office in the most regal way.”
Although an unwritten
rule, Idelle was the only
person at Tamakwa allowed to carry an umbrella.
Everyone adhered to the
restriction with reverence.
Idelle clearly had a special
stature at Tamakwa. For
all the controversy raging
over this issue, one enigma
persists. Despite the position of Tamakwa management, why aren’t umbrellas
listed on the ‘Don’t’ list in
the Green Book every year?
This may just be one backand-forth that will never be
put to rest. Stuff like this is
what makes camp’s humour
so twisted, niche-y, and
special − and I wouldn’t
have it any other way.

“When people around
camp saw me using it, they
were blown away,” says
Etye. “As drones are relatively new, most people had
never seen one in person
before. They were amazed
by the way it worked and

what you can do with it.”
In total, Etye had his
drone take to the sky on
12 separate occasions. In
the process, he generated
breathtaking stills and
video footage.
But eventually, like the
tale of Icarus in Greek mythology, there would be an
unhappy ending for Tamakwa’s first drone. While
not due to getting too close
to the sun, it too would suddenly be brought down to
earth like Icarus. Perhaps
its modern technology was
a bad fit for the unspoiled
nature of Algonquin Park.
Perhaps Wakonda took
offense to the presence of a
drone in his midst. Perhaps
the drone had pushed the
boundaries of exploration
and dared to fly too high,
only to have a gust of wind
blow it into oblivion. For
now, the mystery persists.
What’s known is that
just over a week after its

maiden flight, the drone
showed it couldn’t be
tamed.
“On that fateful day,
while I was using the
drone, it failed to communicate back to me and kept
flying, ultimately reaching a point where I wasn’t
able to see it with my own
eyes,” says Etye. “I feared
the worst, and was quite
sad and disappointed when
I realized the drone wasn’t
coming back. Even worse,
when I went searching
for the drone in the forest
where I thought it could
have crash-landed, I found
no trace of it.”
Unfortunately, with the
disappearance of the drone,
a lot of video footage Etye
had taken was lost too.
Following its inauspicious debut at camp in
2014, a dark cloud now
hovers over the future of
drones at Tamakwa. Wakonda may be smiling.

No one seems to really know why Tamakwa has long been almost an umbrella-free zone even when
liquid sunshine risks leaving everyone drenched. A debate ensues. by joeley pulver

L

ast spring, on a silvery
day, fellow 2010 Senior
camper Devyn Olin
and I found ourselves at an
Aroma café in New York’s
Soho district. We were
seated at a window-side table, doing what Tamakwans
do best: people watch.
Soon after we arrived,
it started to rain. From our
vantage, we saw that most
of those that traversed the
puddles on the other side
of the cozy coffee shop had
no protection from the precipitation. The most tactical, prepared-for-anything
New Yorkers, however,
were well-equipped and
dry thanks to their micro
umbrellas, carefully hidden
in their carryall bags for a
rainy day (pun intended).
Gazing at their preparedness with awe and
dreading the moment when
we would have to get up
and brave the elements to
return to our classes, it
prompted an existential
question that Tamakwans
have long wrestled with. It
was a question that would
soon be posted to the
Facebook wall of our friend
Sasha Stahl (a place where
we knew debate would
ensue). That, in itself, is a
classic illustration of arbitrary ‘camp politics’ as we
know them:
“Why don’t people
bring umbrellas to camp?”
There are no easy answers. The great umbrella
debate, as it’s been called,
has been the object of many
an offseason discussion,
both online and in person.
Last spring, we discovered
just how polarized Tamakwans are, pretty evenly
divided between pro- and
anti-umbrella camps.
While participating in this
conversation, we came

across Tamakwans who are
vehement advocates for the
use of umbrellas at camp.
We also discovered those
who are steadfastly against
such a notion, and flip-flop-

Just as we don’t forego our
Hunter rain boots at camp,
likewise for the umbrella.
And, in the spirit of one of
Passover’s four questions,
‘Why are these two months

only form of transportation from place to place, to
be outdoors. Even the sail
docks sported an umbrella
this past summer for protection from sun and rain

pers (which, in my opinion,
are much better than rain
boots for puddle jumping at
camp. Why would anyone
want puddle water flying
up into their boots to then
never dry even on their
cabin’s porch?). The more
we explored this subject,
we discovered that few
Tamakwans are indifferent
on the matter. Least of all
Devyn.
“I understand forsaking
certain luxurious norms of
society at camp, but umbrellas are a tool to equip
you for nature,” Devyn
said, as we walked along
the wet sidewalks. “They’re
compact and designed to
also be used in the wilderness, like a rain jacket.

different from all other
months?’”
What an astute Jewish
perspective (which reflects
Devyn’s religious belief and
not that of Camp Tamakwa). It’s indeed a valid take
on the matter. If umbrellas
are supposed to protect you
from precipitation, and we
have other such methods
of defense at camp in the
form of rain boots and rain
jackets (Misty Mountain
if you’re Canadian, North
Face if you’re American,
K-Way if you were staff
last summer), then why
can’t we have umbrellas,
too? They are meant to be
used outside, and I would
consider our children’s village, where walking is the

SKY’S THE LIMIT

Up in the air Junior Birdman… What happens when Tamakwa’s first-ever
drone takes flight over camp? Did Wakonda take offense? by peter harvey

F

or a camp that’s big on
preserving tradition,
Tamakwa is also often
the scene of new experiences and innovations. Most
of what campers and staff
see throughout the summer
may be familiar − but not
always.
For the first time ever,
the awe-inspiring beauty
of Tamakwa and South
Tea Lake was captured
in a way that would have
been the stuff of sci-fi
fantasies when Unca Lou
first set foot on the shores
of South Tea back in the
1930s. Thanks to a small
but mighty flying machine
known as a drone, (or, more
formally, an unmanned
aerial vehicle), Tamakwans
gained a fresh perspec12

tive on their community
through unprecedented
photos and video.
A few weeks before
camp, Windsurf Director
Etye Sarner got the idea of
bringing a drone to camp,
and later purchased the
DJI Phantom Vision 2
model.
“I saw a few promotional videos about the DJI
Phantom Vision 2 online
when it first came out and
it intrigued me,” says Etye,
who lives in Toronto. “I
thought camp would be an
ideal place to put it to use.”
Put it to use he did.
Etye flew the device over
Tamakwa by remote
control, while standing in
different places including
Main Camp and the Ball

Field. He mounted his GoPro camera on it in order
to film what had previously
been impossible for anyone
on dry land to do. Not
surprisingly, it attracted
considerable attention from
campers and staff.
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HEARD IN MAIN CAMP

DESTINED FOR GREATNESS:
FULL STEAM AHEAD
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face deformities. I’ve seen
er children, such as being a
on TV how doctors can help daycare instructor.”
people look more normal.”
JOEY STORM, 11, Pioneer,
VIOLET GREEN, 11, Pioneer,
Toronto, ON, 5th year
New York, NY, 2nd year
“First, I want to work at
“When I grow up, I want
Tamakwa as a Section
We asked campers: “What do you want to be when you grow up?” interviews by robert sarner
to either be a writer or a
Head and then I’ll move on
singer. I’d like to write ficcause it seems really fun.”
but I don’t know yet what
tion books. If not that, I’d
I’ll do.”
MAX BRONSTINE, 12, Ranger, be a pop singer. I love both
writing and singing.”
Toronto, ON, 5th year
POPPY RICHLER, 15, CIT,
“If I stay with hockey,
London, England, 4th year
ZOE FRIEDMAN, 15, Senior
which is where I am now
“I probably want to do
Girl, Toronto, ON, 8th year something with media
and work hard at it, hopefully I can be a pro hockey
“I’m not really sure yet
because my parents work
player, probably a defense- what I want to be. In
in it and I really like what
man. I first need to get to
school, I did science
they do. Something behind
college and play there and
technology and one of the
the scenes or script writing,
then get to the OHL and
things I did was neurology more TV-oriented.”
then the NHL. If not that,
and stuff having to do with
I’d like to be a head staff
neuro science and it was
CHARLEY RAY, 8, Trailblazer,
member at Tamakwa.”
cool. Hopefully, I’ll work in Toronto, ON, 2nd year
something in the sciences.” “In the future, I want to
MAGGIE PIDTO, 15, Senior
be a counselor at camp
Girl, Hartford, CT, 7th year ARI ZAMLER, 9, Forester,
and then, when I’m older, I
“I want to do something in Franklin, MI, 3rd year
want to be a doctor.
public relations, maybe for “I want to be in the NHL
a fashion or gossip magabecause I love to play
MELANIE HIRSCH, 9, Trailzine. I’d like to manage the hockey and I’d like to play
blazer, West Bloomfield,
public image of a magazine, for the Detroit Red Wings
MI, 2nd year
like Vogue. I think PR is re- or the Edmonton Oilers.”
“I want to be a camp counally cool and unique. When
selor and then maybe a
my mom worked, she did
LILLIAN BEAVERS, 11, Piodancer or singer.”
PR for a magazine and said neer, Bloomfield Hills, MI,
it was so much fun.”
SYDNEY SCHACTER, 11, Pio4th year
neer, Toronto, ON, 3rd year
“I hope to be a photogra“I think I’ll be a doctor
MURLEY HERRLE-FANNING, 14, pher or psychologist. Any
because my grandfather
JSB, Toronto, ON, 3rd year kind of photographer, takwas a doctor and it really
“As I like to do a lot of
ing pictures of anything.”
inspired me.”
things on computers, I’ve
thought about going into IT ELIZABETH GORDINIER, 9,
commercial real estate, or
ABBY SEIFMAN, 14, JSG,
sional tennis player.”
LINDSEY KATZ, 10, Pioneer,
or possibly music producTrailblazer, West Bloombe a chef.”
Franklin, MI, 7th year at
tion because I like to do
field, MI, 1st year
Huntington Woods, MI, 4th
camp
MATTHEW ERNST, 15, Senior
music.”
“I want to be a Tamakwa
year
BLAKE ZAMLER, 12, Ranger,
“I don’t really know what
Boy, Franklin, MI, 5th year
counselor or to own a pet
“I don’t really know what I
I’d like to be. Maybe a doc- “I’d like to be in real estate
Franklin, MI, 6th year
ARLYN GOLDSTEIN, 15,
store.”
want to be. Maybe a school
tor or a dancer. I’m not sure with my dad, selling real
“I want to do something
Senior Girl, Rockville, MD,
teacher or a dance teacher.”
yet.”
estate. Or maybe a stock
related to sports. I probBROOKE GELLMAN, 8, Trailbroker.”
ably won’t be a player but a 8th year
blazer, Dallas, TX, 1st year LUCY ZATE, 9, Trailblazer,
“I’m still making up my
COOPER SOSIN, 10, Ranger,
trainer or coach of basket“I want to be a professional West Bloomfield, MI, 3rd
mind between different
Potomac, MD, 3rd year
ETHAN PURTHER, 12, Ranger, ball or baseball. I’d like to
swimmer or canoeist.”
ideas. I think about being
year
travel with the team and
“I want to be a professional Birmingham, MI, 4th year
a lawyer as my dad was a
“I want to be a Tamakwa
athlete in baseball, bas“I’d like to work in my fam- be in the locker room, and
KYLE RECHTER, 15, Senior
lawyer. It interests me but
counselor and then I want
that kind of stuff.”
ketball or soccer. If not, I’d ily business, which is in
I’m not sure. And I like tak- Boy, Franklin, MI, 8th year
to be an elementary school
want be a sports agent with scrap metal, or maybe be a
“I don’t know. Maybe some- teacher.
ing pictures so it could be
many people scouting for
lawyer.”
JONATHAN SILVER, 14, JSB,
fun to be a photographer.”
thing with sports or busime in different sports.”
Los Angeles, CA, 6th year
ness. An athlete or general
HENRY SIGEL, 11, Ranger,
“Maybe something with
ALEX BEAN, 12, Ranger,
JARED NISKAR, 11, Ranger,
manager of baseball or a
Toronto, ON, 2nd year
ISAIAH RUBIN, 11, Ranger,
Franklin, MI, 5th year
investment banking on
businessman.”
“I want to be the inline
West Bloomfield, MI,
Wall Street. I like money,
Birmingham, MI, 5th year
“Ideally, 10 months a year,
3rd year
hockey director at TamakI like to handle it and help
“When I’m in my late teens I’d be a real estate lawyer,
“I’d like to be a doctor.
MAYA SALTZMAN, 12, Piowa and then I really don’t
people with it. My dad is
and early twenties, I want
like my dad. It seems kind
Probably a plastic surgeon
neer, Toronto, ON, 3rd year know. I’ll just go with the
an accountant. If not that,
to be a counselor at Tamof cool and I like what
so I could help people with “I want to work with young- flow.”
maybe I’ll be a lawyer
akwa. Then, I’d want to be
he does. The other two
because I like to fight for
a basketball or baseball
months a year, I’d like to
player or an ER doctor.”
be half-court director at
people.”
Tamakwa.”
MOLLY SHAPIRO, 15, Senior
MAX HUBERMAN, 15, Senior
Girl, New York, NY, 6th
Girl, Telluride, CO, 4th year ETHAN BRADY, 8, Forester,
Boca Raton, FL, 1st year
year
“I want to play on the US
“It’s possible I’ll be a psyWomen’s Olympic hockey
“I want to be an engineer
chologist or psychiatrist
team or have hockey camps or maybe a tennis teacher
for kids. Then, I’d like to
because I like tennis so
because I think everything
with the brain is really cool
work in the fashion indusmuch.”
try, like buying for a comand working one-on-one
with people sounds really
pany or to be an editor at a NOA OFFMAN, 11, Pioneer,
high fashion magazine.”
Toronto, ON, 4th year
interesting. Sharing feel“I want to be a writer at a
ings and that kind of stuff.”
newspaper because I like
STELLA BROWN, 14, JSG,
watching what’s going on
Birmingham, MI, 5th year
HENRY GLICKMAN, 10,
and telling stories from my Ranger, Los Angeles, CA,
“I want to be a journalist because I like to write
point of view. Also, my dad 2nd year
about interesting stuff. I’d
is a writer at a big newspa- “I want to be an architect
love to work for a magazine per in Toronto. I want to be because I like building
like People, or a fashion
one of the people who tells
things. My uncle is an
magazine, or a magazine
others what’s going on.”
architect and I’ve always
about gossip and celebriliked building things.”
ties.”
JASON ERNST, 15, Senior
Boy, Franklin, MI, 6th year
JILLIAN LESSON, 11, Pioneer,
West Bloomfield, MI,
DAVID HERMELIN, 12, Rang“I’m not really sure. It’s
er, Bingham Farms, MI,
weird because my dad
5th year
6th year
does real estate and I’m
“My mom’s a psychologist
“As I love both cooking and interested in that but I
so I think I want to be that
tennis, I’d like to be a chef
don’t want to be forced into or work at Camp Tamakwa.
in a restaurant or a profes- something. I’d like to do
First, as a counselor be13
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BETWEEN YOUNG FOLKS
AND LESS YOUNG FOLKS
Reflections on the age-old importance of what campers gain from counselors
and the value of “camp family” at Tamakwa. by dr. peter lipson

O

n a cool July afternoon this summer,
I sat on the Slope,
watching the sailboats glide
across South Tea Lake and
marveling at the timeless
beauty of Algonquin Park.
This majestic, panoramic
view was stiff competition
for the book I had with me
and was trying to read. I
occasionally glanced down
at it as I enjoyed being
outside in such an inspiring
setting. On the steps below
me, a JC sat with one of his
campers. The counselor
looked exactly like his dad
who went to Tamakwa with
me many years ago, and the
kid looked like all campers:
happy, dirty, and healthy.
The Forester camper
was jumping on his JC who

South Tea Echo
then lifted him in the air
holding him up and twirling him, much to the camper’s delight. After playing
like this for a while, they
sat down like me, quiet,
resting, looking out at the
lake. The kid glanced up at
his counselor with the sort
of look usually reserved for
an older sibling. He seemed
in awe of the big, fun, crazy
guy.
These friendships,
between young folks and a
little-less-young folks, are
an essential part of camp.
I could see that the boy felt
safe, happy, and at home
with his Tamakwa family.
My camp family and
“real” family are pretty
much the same, lucky for
me. The other night, I sat
up in bed with my daughter
Ali watching Colour War
videos. Afterwards, I went
through all of my old Colour War songs, surprised
to hear the tunes come
back to me so easily. Lucky
for her, I didn’t try to sing
them, but the sentiment

ON THE CASE

Rich camp background helps Andrea Basen settle in easily as
Tamakwa’s newest year-round employee. by hannah hunter

A

t Tamakwa, like with
most businesses, people far from the spotlight play important roles
in the day-to-day life of the
organization. Such is the
case with Andrea Basen,
who joined the camp family
in 2014.
FROM DISTANT SHORES TO SUNNY ONES
With the title of AssisBy now, the presence of staff from faraway countries tant to the Directors, Anis a storied tradition at Tamakwa. This past summer, a drea works in the Toronto
contingent of foreign counselors and activity special- office in the off-season
ists (from England, Germany and Australia among
and then in June moves
others) added an extra dimension to the camp comnorth to South Tea Lake to
munity. For many, it was their first time in Canada,
spend the summer in the
which made the impact of Tamakwa and Algonquin
camp office. In addition to
Park on them all that much greater.
her various administrative
and clerical duties, she’s
also developing Tamakwa’s
voice in the world of social
media.
This summer, aside
from her official role in the
camp office, Andrea was
often seen doing yoga on
the docks or playing with
Craig and Margot’s children, Nate and Molly. Her
impressive stash of Lego
in her desk earned her
another staff role: “Head of
Lego.”
Andrea was well prepared for Tamakwa, given
her extensive background
in camp life. After attending Green Acres day camp,
she first went to overnight
camp at age 11, spending
several summers at the
horseback riding camp,
Where parents are campers too... Cedar Valley Ranch. Later,
she attended Camp Oconto,
and was on staff at Camp
Wednesday, September 2
Arowhon and Camp Kaitoke (in New Zealand). For
to
five years, she also worked
Friday, September 4
with Alive Outdoors, which
rents other camps to run
outdoor programming.
Just before arriving at
Tamakwa, she was living
in Ottawa where she was
14
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tamakwa.com/familycamp

working at the YMCA’s
outdoor education and
leadership centre, and also
at Lululemon.
Having spent seven
years at Arowhon, she
knew Algonquin Park well,
and having two cousins
who attended Tamakwa
and having worked in
the camp’s office for four
months before the summer,
she had heard a lot about
life on the shores of South
Tea before actually setting
foot there. It ended up surpassing her expectations.
“What surprised me
most about working at
Tamakwa was how much
it really feels like family,”
says Andrea, 27, who was
born in Toronto and grew
up down the street from

David Stringer. “I had seen
many camps over the years
and thought Tamakwa
would be pretty similar to
them. But its very warm,
family vibe was something
I’d never experienced at
camp to such a degree.
I love how all the campers and staff at Tamakwa,
regardless of their age and
gender, all know each other
and work and play so wonderfully together.”
After high school,
Andrea attended the University of Guelph, about
an hour’s drive west from
Toronto, where she studied biology and nutrition.
She has always had a great
affinity for travel, the
outdoors and working with
children.

all these songs share is the
longing for togetherness
and the sadness that comes
from parting.
In its own way, camp
family is just as “real” as
real family, which is a big
reason leaving is so hard.
As camp ends for another
year, this sadness is made
more bearable by the
knowledge that the next
summer is only about 300
days away.
As a doctor and a
father, I am thankful for
friendships and familylike relationships our kids
form at camp. I love that
my daughter, an only child,
has so many people she can
look to as brothers and sisters at Tamakwa. She has
older girls she can look up
at, just like the boy on the
Slope looked at his counselor – with love, friendship,
and trust.
Algonquin Park is
paradise, but the life-long
relationships formed at
camp are more beautiful
than any single place.
“Generally, what I love
about working at camp is
making kids happy,” says
Andrea. “In my new role,
I’m not usually working
with the kids directly so
I do my best when I have
contact with them either
up at camp or back in the
Toronto office. For example, the kids get excited to
see themselves on Instagram. It may seem small,
but I find that very satisfying. I hope that no matter where they are in the
world, they know that we
in the Tamakwa office are
working every day to create
the best possible camp for
them, and that to me is so
satisfying.”
As Tamakwa’s social
media personality in the
off-season, Andrea ensures
the camp’s growing presence on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Pinterest
and Tumblr. This includes
engaging Tamakwans in
connection with camp
countdowns, Tamakwa Tshirt Day and the new tradition of an online, interactive version of Friday night
speeches. In the process, it
also offers prospective new
campers and staff insight
into the Tamakwa experience.
In the Toronto office,
where Andrea works with
Craig and Margot throughout the year, she has
diverse duties.
“A typical day there
includes arriving for work
and comparing what we’ve
brought for lunch,” says
Andrea, laughing. “Margot
is often experimenting with
new healthy food options
and she usually ends up
eating her lunch for breakfast early in the morning.
That means someone has
to go on a food run mid-afternoon. It’s usually Craig!
Some days we have Tootsie
Frootsie, just like at camp.”
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LET’S TALK ABOUT IT

Enhancing the impact of a canoe trip, campers take part in a discussion
they have about it shortly after returning to camp by nate zahn

I

n 2011, upon taking
charge of Tamakwa’s
canoe tripping program,
I was excited to introduce
new elements to an already
solid part of camp. One
entailed making a reflective
session an integral part of
each canoe trip.
Over the years, in my

education and experience
in outdoor recreation, I’ve
learned that to fully appreciate and learn from our
outdoor experiences, one
should reflect on them.
In my first season as
Trip Director, I started
the post-trip reflection
element as part of Tam-

akwa’s revised three-step
trip program. The first
step involves the planning,
packing and map review
for the tripper along with
his/her campers and staff/
CITs. The second step is,
of course, the actual canoe
trip itself. Finally, the new
third step is the post-trip

FOR THE AGES

Memories aren’t the only thing worth preserving from 2014, as
the list below of objects added to the Tamakwa Museum confirms

A

nthropologists intent on studying camp civilization could do far worse than
spending a day at the official repository of all things Tamakwan. Better known as
the Tamakwa Museum, it’s long been home to countless artifacts that shed light
on life on the shores of South Tea. With a mandate to preserve camp’s ongoing story,
the Tamakwa Museum serves a vital purpose.
This year, the curators of the Tamakwa Museum, all members of the 2014
Head Staff in good standing, chose 50 items to protect for posterity. They’ll be taking
turns giving tours of the museum in its underground shelter on Adventure Island every
day except Good Friday and Schlect Tuesday. This year’s display is comprised of:
1. A photo of Levinsky dressed
up like Marilyn Manson
2. The Dining Hall ‘Diner’
nights (Parts 1 and 2)
3. A Twin Day outfit
4. Alexis and Lauren’s trophy
for winning the sail regatta
5. Tent set-up in Main Camp
by CITs returning early from trip
6. The iPad playing Jake’s
mom’s Bar Mitzvah speech on
the Slope
7. An antique shirt from
Graig’s Garage
8. A clip from a late night Bea-

ver Radio bedtime story
9. The rope from the Head
Staff tug of war victory
10. A leftover piece of wood
from the new swim tower
11. The shirt Libby wore doing
fire-building at Ahmek
12. Kaufman’s black binder
13. One of Vic and Kaufman’s
twin elliptical machines
14. A Krispy Kreme hat from the
Tuck All-Day Program
15. A clip from the Big Nate/Little Nate video
16. The box from the new bas-

ketball backboards
17. The non-edited version
of Martin Short’s Colour War
script
18. Levinsky’s white gloves
19. Green paint from ERS and
Zucker’s rubbing bellies
20. Craig’s camp army pants
taken from the flag pole after
J.T. Spy Night
21. A copy of Stringer’s lyrics to
“My name is Leonardo…”
22. Fake money from the Three
Amigos casino night
23. Grading sheet from the

reflection. Every cabin
group that goes on trip
has a 20-minute post-trip
stocktaking on the day they
return to camp.
The first few attempts
proved less fruitful than I’d
hoped. Initially, campers
were reticent, not sharing many thoughts and
Voyageur “Post Test”
24. An audio clip from Jake
Fine’s Day Off policy speech in
Pre-Camp
25. The translation book for
anything that Steve Ropes said
26. Vic’s trail of emails to Tamakwa’s Hollywood Directors
(and their assistants)
27. A clip of Sheldon’s gunshot
sound affect
28. Etye’s drone (so that’s
where it is...)
29. Transcription of Vic’s phone
call to Manitou
30. The sound of Hurvitz’s
voice back at camp
31. A tag from one of the jerseys from the Jersey Swap
32. Somersaults (to be kept in
Museum and never to be seen
again at camp)
33. A picture of Mike TV with
idol Sam Raimi
34. Kaufman’s projector and
green screen
35. A copy of the new TC
Camp Module exam
36. A photo of Stringer actually
in the water because of new
TC exam
37. A video of Steve Ropes
reading names out loud
in his Scottish burr
38. Stacey Fish’s big
daisy sweatshirt and
sweatpants outfit
39. Piece of Ron Hirsch’s
windsurf sail
40. Roughage from the new
garden planters outside the
Staff Dining Hall
41. A selfie of
Michelle and Tedi in
Craig’s office late night
42. One of Garf and Nate’s
Shabbat sweater vests (or both
of them)
43. A bottle of Levinsky’s nail
polish

impressions about their
just completed adventure.
Eventually, this began to
change, to the point where
this past summer campers could hardly wait to
sit around Cedar Bench
Square with me and reflect
on their time in the wilderness. Many campers would
approach me excitedly after
trip asking when the posttrip reflection would be
taking place. It now seems
to have all the makings of a
new Tamakwa tradition.
With more than 100
trips going out every summer, having a session for
each one following their
return is a major commitment, but well worth the
time and effort.
It’s been made easier
due to support from fellow
trippers Mallory Kestenberg and Claire Hodson,
along with assistance from
Snaige Jogi and Andrea
Basen.
Often what’s discussed
is priceless. I leave many
of these debriefs with
goose bumps and chills
after listening to campers
share their discoveries and
sense of wonderment. It’s
gratifying to hear campers speak of the highlights
and lowlights of their trip
and what they learned
together and about each
other. These sessions il-

lustrate the impact of canoe
trips and how the lessons
learned can be life-changing. Campers often talk
about discovering how to
overcome obstacles (physical and mental), learning
how mentally strong they
are and how they can accomplish almost anything
through teamwork.
At the same time,
listening to campers has
been an eye-opener for
me, including seeing what
they don’t like about their
canoe trips. Mostly, it’s a
bossy counselor or tripper.
Sometimes it’s something
more physical, like the
bugs and sleeping on the
ground. Of course, those
last two things usually go
with the territory and can’t
be avoided.
Thanks to constructive
comments from campers,
we’ve modified trip routes
and tweaked other aspects.
From our debriefings with
staff and trippers, we’ve
been able to make innovations to make the overall
experience even better.
I’d like to think one of the
reasons behind the growth
in popularity of the trip
program in recent years is
linked to the post-trip reflection sessions, and what
we’ve learned from them.
It’s amazing what can happen when you stop to listen.

44. The canoe left at the
Temagami pick-up spot
45. The massive re-supply
list from the Boy’s first-month
Temagami trip
46. Puck from one of Zucker’s
10 goals from the Can-Am
hockey game
47. The secret video recording
of Vic vs Manitou
48. The stopwatch from the
45-minute July water boiling
49. The pick-up bus that went
to the town of Temagami, not
lake Matamagasi
50. The phone bill from Craig’s
many phone calls made to find
a way to pick up that Temagami
trip

15
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NURSING A NEW ROLE
Tamakwa helps direct counselor on a different path, and she’s thankful for it.

I

n 2009, I sat in university classrooms in my
native Australia and
entertained the idea of
becoming an Occupational
Therapist. I had little difficulty with assignments
and my peers were great.
But every morning I battled to get there. Initially, I
was puzzled by my resistance. Ultimately, I couldn’t
fool myself any longer. I
realized that Occupational
Therapy just wasn’t for me.
But I had no backup plan.
I only had the advice that
‘someone out there has the
job you want, you just have
to find them.’
I left Australia in 2010
to backpack across Europe
and Canada in the hope of
finding that very person
who’d help me find some
direction to take in life. It
wasn’t until my summer
as a Senior Counselor at
Camp Tamakwa in 2011
that I found my person.
His name was Steve
“Nurse.”
His job had the skill
and responsibility I as-

pired to and the immediate
reward of having helped
someone. He had the
downtime any camp staff
would be jealous of and the
social status I craved as an
anonymous international
staff member. I took every
opportunity to visit the
Clinic, see its workings,
and then I was convinced.
Just weeks after
camp, I enrolled in nursing college. I booked a
flight home to Australia
and studied hard for 18
months, never once regretting my decision. Nursing provides a constantly
changing and challenging
environment. For those
of you who are nurses,
are dating or married to a
nurse, or have a nurse in
the family, you’ll know that
each day is different. I only
wish I’d found it sooner.
This past summer,
boarding the pointer for
the first time after three
years away from the sunny
shores proved a surreal
experience. Nothing and
everything had changed. I

wasn’t sure what to expect
in my new role as camp
nurse as I hadn’t had
much time to think about
it. First, I was coming to
camp, then I wasn’t, and
then I started at Tamakwa
in five days. However it
worked out, I was here for
the summer.
The first big adjust-

responsibility is the health
and wellbeing of the camp
community. Overseeing
is Vic, of course, and the
fantastic doctors who tag
one another out during the
summer.
The second big adjustment is living in a cabin
without children. As a
counselor, every movement
and decision take your
campers into consideration. The children you’re
responsible for are always
on your mind: Do they all
have their water bottles,
running shoes, lifejackets?
Did they all brush their
teeth? Do I have time to
brush my teeth?
When making the
transition from counselor
to nurse, the love you have
for your eight or so special
people stretches thin to
care for 400-plus people,
big and small. And did I
mention the downtime?
I feel I can safely say,
despite being ready for
pretty much anything, the
clinic had one quiet summer in 2014. We clocked a

few miles in the camp car
heading to the Huntsville
hospital but not once did
I feel out of my element or
unable to help someone.
As a team, we balanced
capability, responsibility,
humour and patience.
Speaking of patience,
a day didn’t go by where a
camper didn’t hugely exaggerate. A small boy, who
had probably tripped on a
rock, stood in the doorway
and said, “I’m gushing
blood” with a serious look
of concern. He pointed to
a tiny scrape and speck of
blood on the knee.
But these were my
opportunities to bond with
the campers as I would
have done as a counselor.
When you take the time
with the bleeding knee to
hear about that camper’s
day, hear about his cabin
and friends, you can be
sure that he will wave hello
next time he sees you.
The summer was
something I’d looked forward to since the day I left
in 2011. It was a gratifying experience to now be
‘Nurse Louisa’ and I have
Tamakwa to thank for giving me my direction and
putting me on the nursing
path.

break.
As a result, such
themes began to require
more creativity on the
part of the programming
team and challenged their
theatrical skills. With his
keen sense of visual and
dramatic presentation,
and highly resourceful
skills, Stringer became a
key figure in the process.
Over the years, he has
been instrumental in the
conception and building
of countless sets used for
the all-important breaks
that set the stage for each
Colour War or other all-day
program. Some of his creations have been incredibly
elaborate. He particularly
likes breaks that have involved castles or wizards,

such as Camelot or Wizard
of Oz. One of his all-time
favourites is a Dr. Seuss
theme from the mid-80s.
He enjoyed that the script
for the entire break was
written in rhyme, including
the announcement of team
captains.
Nowadays, breaks tend
to involve recent movies or
pop culture, like The Hunger Games or this year’s
Battle for Best Picture. By
using such well-known
characters and premises,
the programming team
gives themselves the task
of trying to recreate exactly
what campers expect.
“Every summer, there’s
always great anticipation
about Colour War, and a
big part of that is definitely
due to our tradition of
great breaks,” says Craig
Perlmutter. “It’s no surprise. Over the years, our
dramatic, one-of-a-kind
kick-offs to Colour War
have resulted in creating
so much excitement about
these events, with campers invariably thinking
to themselves ‘What will
camp come up with next in
terms of a break?”
In the future, Stringer
would like to see something
more creative that doesn’t
depend on pop culture.
While various well-placed
sources have told me that
there won’t be a Colour War
next summer due to the
fact that Tamakwa never
has such events in years
that end in 15, the programming team is excited
to plan other all-day programs. After all, these are
the days we’ve been waiting
for...

by louisa battista

ment is working to your
own schedule. We nurses
are a separate entity governing ourselves. Tardy
to every meal, you betcha.
Leaving the meal early
before announcements,
how could we not. As nursing entails a different kind
of work commitment, all
is excused when your sole

GIVE ME A BREAK

With a strong element of the dramatic and unexpected, there’s nothing quite like the opening
moments that help kick off a much-anticipated Colour War or All-Day Program. by vincent ester

T

he Rec Hall buzzes
with the excitement
of the end of another
Evening Program as campers and staff alike watch a
presentation by Mike Klassen. Better known as Mike
TV, he has pieced together
some footage of Camp
Tamakwa from its early
years to share with us.
Everyone’s eyes are
peeled to the screen above
the stage as images of camp
pass by and we start to
notice a flickering between
some of the frames. It
must be just a glitch in
the film strip, many of us
surely think to ourselves.
The flickering becomes
increasingly frequent until
it completely takes over the
screen — a loon. Suddenly,
the Rec Hall is plunged
into darkness. From the
stage appears a mysterious,
cloaked figure who bids
us to “follow the torches”
which have materialized,
seemingly out of nowhere,
outside the building. We
eagerly file out, thrilled to
see what awaits us at The
Slope...
What you just read
recounts the beginning
of the Mini Colour War
break in mid-July. For most
campers, it would prove
one of the most dramatic
moments of the summer.
By now, this type of immersive theatrical piece
is a much-anticipated,
time-honoured tradition
16

at Tamakwa. Based on
conversations with many
Tamakwans, breaks are
clearly the source of enduring memories. Jonah Teich,
a long time Tamakwan and
Swim Specialist, describes
a break when the entire
camp was woken up with a
missing person’s drill and
subsequently told there was
a bear in camp. From there,
they all ran out to the Ball
Field to watch the rest of
the break.
Rachel Manson, another lifetime Tamakwan and
Girls Camp counselor, says
for her the most memorable
break was “The Plotnick
Diamond,” during which a
car was brought into camp
and driven around.
CIT Mara Soverinsky’s
favourite break is “Evil vs.
Evil” due to its all-consuming nature.
What all of these
breaks have in common is their animated,
dramatic nature coupled
with a strong dose of the
unexpected. To better
understand what goes into
making a successful break,
I sat down with the man
who has overseen dozens
of such productions during
the decades he’s been at
Tamakwa.
When David Stringer,
son of Tamakwa co-founder
Omer Stringer, began
working at camp at age 15,
breaks for all-day programs such as Colour War

were much simpler than
they are today. “We often
used flaming signs on the
lake, like a giant flaming
WAR,” says David, whose
legendary technical prowess ensures the uber-theatrical quality of each break.
“Other times, we just blew
some stuff up and called it
a day. We used to joke and
say, ‘Stick of dynamite in
the lake, there’s your Colour War break.’”
For these programs,
camp has always been
divided into four teams
− red, blue, yellow, and
green. Using more imagination, teams would be
given proper names, based
on different themes, such
as the elements (Earth, Air,
Fire and Water), seasons

(Spring, Summer, Autumn
and Winter), or playing
card suits (Hearts, Diamonds, Spades and Clubs).
One of Stringer’s first
themed breaks involved a
disembodied controlling
voice taking over camp. He
says the origins of today’s
themed breaks date back
to the 1970s when former Tamakwa-co-owner
David Bale added a fresh
approach and infused a
new spirit into the all-day
programs by helping create
more interesting themes
and teams that campers wanted to be part of.
Stringers says the trick was
to come up with content
that made campers and
staff want to put themselves into the world of the
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HEARD IN MAIN CAMP

We asked campers: “What’s your most favourite – and least favourite – time
of day at Tamakwa, and why? interviews by robert sarner

lors come in to our cabin at
night to tell us to be quiet
because I don’t want to go
to sleep.”
VIOLET GREEN, 11, Pioneer,
New York, NY, 2nd year
MOST “I really love Twilight because the weather is
usually perfect then, not
too hot or cold. You can
hang out with friends and
just talk and do whatever
you want without feeling
obligated to do anything.
LEAST “Before breakfast,
because I don’t like waking
up to the sound of the bell.”
ZOE FRIEDMAN, 15, Senior
Girl, Toronto, ON, 8th year
MOST “I really like after
Evening Program when
everyone is at the Slope or
at the Beachers and we do
Taps or the songs. It’s nice
because the whole camp is
together and it’s quite
meaningful.”
LEAST “At 8:15 in the
morning when the 15-minute bell sounds because I
usually sleep through the
30-minute bell.”

MOLLY SHAPIRO, 15, Senior
Girl, Telluride, CO, 4th year
MOST FAVOURITE “My
favourite time of day is
after Evening Program
when I’m back at the cabin
with my friends. That’s
when we make some of our
funniest jokes, memories
happen, and other silly
things you couldn’t predict.”
LEAST FAVOURITE “In the
afternoon at the end of Rest
Hour when I get woken up
from my nap and I have to
get up but I’m still tired.”

rings for 10 minutes.”
lor yells at us 10 times in a
row to get out of bed and
wake up. It’s very tiring and HENRY GLICKMAN, 10,
Ranger, Los Angeles, CA,
annoying.”
2nd year
MOST “After 3rd period
ISAIAH RUBIN, 11, Ranger,
when we have Tootsie
Birmingham, MI, 5th year
MOST “After lunch during
Frootsie at Main Camp. It’s
Rest Hour because you get
a nice time to take it easy
to relax in your cabin with
with everybody else.”
LEAST “After Evening
your friends, maybe take a
little nap.”
Program when I’m trying
LEAST “Before breakfast
to go to sleep but people in
ALEX BEAN, 12, Ranger,
my cabin are still talking
because I’m not used to
Franklin, MI, 5th year
loudly.”
waking up so early. Even
MOST “Rest Hour because
worse, you sometimes have
I can be with all my friends to set the table for breakJASON ERNST, 15, Senior
and we can hang out. We
fast in the Dining Hall.”
Boy, Franklin, MI, 6th year
MOST “I really enjoy after
walk around, sleep, and
COOPER SOSIN, 10, Ranger,
play basketball.”
MAX BRONSTINE, 12, Ranger, Evening Program because
Potomac, MD, 3rd year
MOST “Mid-morning
LEAST “Fourth period,
Toronto, ON, 5th year
of the campfires and it’s fun
MOST “Probably Twilight
because the sun’s coming
when Swim starts in
to mellow down a bit and
out and you get to choose
middle of the afternoon.
because it’s a great time to
hang out with your age
what you want to do, like
It’s not so much the time of be free, to have fun, to do
group.”
LEAST “Waking up in the
trying out for something, or day that bothers me, it’s
what you want, and chill
just hanging out with your
just that I hate swimming.” out with friends.
morning. I’m older so I like
LEAST “Rest Hour because
to sleep in, like most of the
friends, like at tennis.”
LEAST “I don’t really like
ARLYN GOLDSTEIN, 15, Senpeople in my cabin.”
I’m a pretty active kid and
later in the afternoon
ior Girl, Rockville, MD, 8th
it’s hard for me to sit in one
because it’s General Swim. year
JONATHAN SILVER, 14, JSB,
place doing nothing.”
MOST “I really like just
Los Angeles, CA, 6th year
You have to shower and if
you finish doing what you
before lunch when everyMATTHEW ERNST, 15, Senior MOST “First period
have to do, there’s nothing
one is standing around
because it’s the first activity
Boy, Franklin, Michigan,
Main Camp, waiting for
of the day. It really gets my
else to do then.”
5th year
MOST “Twilight because
someone outside the
day started.”
LEAST “Block Schedule. By
ARI ZAMLER, 9, Forester,
Dining Hall to say ‘come
you can bond with your
Franklin, MI, 3rd year
and get it!’ Everyone’s
friends after dinner, go
the end of 3rd period,
MOST “I really like 1st and
mingling, looking out at the back to the cabin and just
you’re tired and just want
lake, talking about what
2nd periods because you
chill and have fun.”
to go back to the cabin but
LEAST “In the morning, it’s
they did in the morning
get to sign up and to do
you’ve got to go to two
and what they’re going to
whatever you want for a
sometimes hard to wake up activities with your cabin
do later.”
week.”
but I get through it and it’s and it’s a little tedious.”
LEAST “After breakfast
LEAST “When you’re back
always worth it because I
when we have to do cabin
at the cabin after breakfast, have a great time at
MAX HUBERMAN, 15, Senior
Girl, New York, NY, 6th
clean-up. It’s really boring.” you want the day to begin
Tamakwa.”
but you first need to clean
year
MOST “Tootsie Frootsie
ETHAN BRADY, 8, Forester,
the cabin.”
NOA OFFMAN, 11, Pioneer,
Boca Raton, FL 1st year
Toronto, ON, 4th year
because it’s great to see
MOST “General Swim
MOST “I like Evening
DAVID HERMELIN, 12, Rangeveryone at Main Camp
because that’s when I show- er, Bingham Farms, MI,
Program because they plan and you get a nice piece of
really fun things. Each
er in the lake and I like
6th year
fruit which is a good snack
MOST “Campfire after
time, it’s something
swimming.”
to help keep me going.
LEAST “Waking up in the
LEAST “Hearing the
different and always so
Evening Program because
much fun.”
morning because it’s really you get to relax by the fire.
30-minute bell in the
LEAST “The half-hour bell
early and I’m still tired.”
I like the mood, how it’s
morning because I like
for breakfast can be very
very quiet and calm.”
sleeping and when I hear it,
LEAST “In the morning
annoying because it wakes I know I have to wake up in
ABBY SEIFMAN, 14, JSG,
when we have to wake up
you up at 8 in the morning. the next 15 minutes. Also, I
Franklin, MI, 7th year
MOST “I especially like
for breakfast. The counseThe bell is really loud and
don’t like when the counselunch and dinner because
the spirit is great with
everyone at the tables
cheering and singing. It’s
really fun to do the cheers
and songs and watch what
each age group does.
LEAST “The morning when
we hear the bell at 8
o’clock. You’re so tired and
you have to wake up. I love
to sleep.”

JILLIAN LESSON, 11, Pioneer,
West Bloomfield, MI, 5th
year
MOST “Evening Program
because you only find out
what it will be at dinner.
It’s really fun because it’s a
different theme every night
and it’s a good way to end
the day.
LEAST “My least favorite
time of the day is… I don’t
really have one.”
MELANIE HIRSCH, 9, Trailblazer, West Bloomfield,
MI, 2nd year
MOST “Tootsie Frootsie
because it’s a little snack in
the middle of the afternoon
and it helps to re-hydrate
you. You get to meet up
with your cabin and go to
your next activity together.”
LEAST “Before meals,
because I sometimes feel a
bit rushed.”
LINDSEY KATZ, 10, Pioneer,
Huntington Woods, MI, 4th
year
MOST “General Swim
because we go to Robbie’s
Point and you get to take a
shower in the lake.
LEAST “At night, when you
have to go to bed because
you just want the day to
keep going and going.”
MAGGIE PIDTO, 15, Senior
Girl, Hartford, CT, 7th year
MOST “In the evening,
after everyone comes back
to the cabin after Campfire.
That’s when the fun really
happens. Everyone’s
laughing. I’ve had some of
my funniest moments
then.”
LEAST “At lunch when they
make announcements.
They just reiterate what
they said at breakfast and
often go on too long.”
JARED NISKAR, 11, Ranger,
West Bloomfield, MI, 3rd
year
MOST “In the morning,

when I wake up because I
have a new day ahead of me
and that’s when the fun
begins.”
LEAST “When I go to bed
because the day is ending.
It’s sad. I don’t like going to
sleep because I had so
much fun during the day.”
MAYA SALTZMAN, 12, Pioneer, Toronto, ON, 3rd year
MOST “Tootsie Frootsie
because it’s in the middle of
the afternoon and you get
to see everybody.”
LEAST “Swim in the
morning because it’s often
cold and the water is cold
so you get really cold.”
JOEY STORM, 11, Pioneer,
Toronto, ON, 5th year
MOST “I like every moment
of every day because camp
is so much fun.
LEAST “I don’t have a least
favourite time of day.”
POPPY RICHLER, 15, CIT,
London, England, 4th year
MOST “Around 3rd or 4th
periods when the sun is out
the most if it’s a golden day.
It’s the hottest part of the
day so everyone wants to
jump in the lake, go
swimming and have fun.”
LEAST “At 8 in the morning
when the 30-minute bell
rings. It’s usually pretty
cold in the morning and
I’m usually tired and don’t
want to get out of bed.”
CHARLEY RAY, 8, Trailblazer,
Toronto, ON, 2nd year
MOST “Individual Choice
in the morning. I like that I
get to pick what I’m going
to do, which is ropes.”
LEAST “When I’m sleeping
because that’s when I’m not
doing anything. It’s kind of
boring.”
SYDNEY SCHACTER, 11, Pioneer, Toronto, ON, 3rd year
MOST “The end of the day
at Camp Fire because I get
to spend time with my
friends that aren’t in my
cabin and also hang out
with my cabin.”
LEAST The morning
because it’s hard to wake
up and I like my sleep.”
HENRY SIGEL, 11, Ranger,
Toronto, ON, 2nd year
MOST “Second period
because it’s when the sun
comes out and it’s warm
outside and you’re not
soaking wet.”
LEAST “At night, around
10:30 because that’s when
it’s lights out and I need to
go to sleep and I like spending time with my friends.”
ETHAN PURTHER, 12, Ranger,
Birmingham, MI, 4th year
MOST “Tootsie Frootsie
because I love the fruit we
receive and it’s a great time
to socialize with my
friends. It’s also usually
nice weather then.”
LEAST “Cabin clean-up
right after breakfast
because I’m tired and want
to get ready for the day but
we first need to clean the
cabin and it’s not fun.”
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A CERTAIN PRESENCE

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, Tumblr, YouTube, Google+, you name it and Tamakwa
is out there, spreading the good word. by andrea basen

F

or a place that takes
such a firm stance
against the overabundance of technology at
camp, it sometimes feels
peculiar to spend as much
time as I do on social media on behalf of Tamakwa.
In the off-season, I

work in the camp’s Toronto office where one of
my main responsibilities
is managing Tamakwa’s
social media accounts including Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Pinterest, Tumblr, YouTube, Google+… but
not Wally’s Facebook. He

somehow does that on his
own.
While some observers
decry what social media
is doing to society, it also
has a positive role. When
used appropriately and in
moderation, social media
can be highly valuable...

and fun.
That said, I agree
entirely that most people
− kids and adults alike −
spend far too much time on
their phones and in front of
a screen. All the more reason Tamakwa’s no-screen
policy is an excellent way to

South Tea Echo
ond part of camp’s social
media plan; to show prospective families and staff
members what Tamakwa
is all about. Camp people
always believe that their
camp is more beautiful and
help campers and staff be
better than the rest. We
more present at camp, giv- believe this to be true of
ing them a better opportu- Tamakwa (because clearly
nity to connect with those
it is) but often prospective parents and campers
around them. It should
want to know what others
always stay this way.
think. In today’s world, if
So why spend so much
you want to find out about
time in the off-season
something, you inevitably
working on Tamakwa’s social media presence? There turn to social media and
Google.
are two main goals: The
By sharing, hashfirst is for Tamakwa to stay
tagging and talking about
connected with camper
Tamakwa online, we’ve
families, staff and alumni
made it easier for potential
all year.
Tamakwans to find out
The second is show off
about camp. While our
the camp’s rich history,
traditions and spirit to pro- website allows people to see
what we have written about
spective families and staff
ourselves (including camp’s
members.
Every day when I share journal of record, the South
photos and articles through Tea Echo), social media
shows what our Tamakwa
camp’s multiple social
family say about us.
platforms, I’m reaching
When prospective
thousands of Tamakwans
all over the world. We have families and staff memconnected and reconnected bers see all the photos and
in so many ways with so
comments (and likes and
many alumni – which is an thumbs-up and hearts)
exciting part of my job.
from all of you, it lets them
Each week when I put
know we’re not alone in
together #TBT albums,
thinking we are the best.
people clearly delight in
When outsiders see a camp
seeing themselves, their
with thousands of acfriends and their extendtive followers and weekly
ed family online. Every
participants in #Tamaktime I see conversations
waTuesday, #TamakwaTreminiscing about the good shirtDay, #TamawkaTravels, #TamakwaClothing,
old days or laughing about
questionable clothing/hair- #TamakwaWinterfest,
#TamakwaFamilyCamp,
cuts and other looks, I’m
#TamakwaAlumniWeekreminded of why we do all
this. Being connected with end, etc, it lets them know
how many people love
the rest of the Tamakwa
camp and to what degree.
family around the world
And no doubt that helps
brings so many people so
them choose Tamakwa over
much joy.
another camp.
This ties into the sec-

DEJA VU?

Seen any of these people before? Help us place a face

FROM THE MAIL BAG
Tamakwans respond to the previous issue of the South Tea Echo.

E

xcellent job on the latest issue of the South Tea Echo. How!How!. I love catching
up on all things Tamakwa. In reading through the Echo, it sure is nice to have so
many great memories come rushing back.
Like everyone else that was lucky to be on the shores of South Tea when they
were younger, I will always be a Tamakwan. I think it was from the CITs in 1990
that I got the Tamakwa pennant that still hangs in my classroom today. It’s right
next to the orange and yellow campsite and portage signs that I bought at the P store
on a return trip to Algonquin Park. Each year, my 7th graders (where I teach) ask
me about the pennant and signs and I of course fondly share stories of my days at
Tamakwa.
I’m lucky enough to get up to Algonquin each summer as my cousin has a cabin
on Angle Lake off of Highway 60 just a few kilometers shy of the Park. And yes, I
always drive on the highway and pause to look out at camp, with warm memories.
Tom Hopper
Okemos, Michigan
• We welcome letters from readers. Please send them to echo@tamakwa.com
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N

othing like a time-honoured group shot to trigger fond memories of former Tamakwans, some better remembered than others. But who are they? Can you name
any of them? Are you in any of them? Here’s a hint: this picture dates back to August
1956.
As in previous issues of the South Tea Echo, we’re including a decades-old photo
culled from Tamakwa’s heavily guarded, temperature-controlled archival vault. It’s
home to thousands of precious historical images dating back to the earliest days of
camp. Lamentably, for many of the photos, there’s no indication of who’s who. That’s
where you come in.
Helps us identify the campers and staffers in these pictures for the next issue of
the Echo. We want names. We’d especially like to hear from anyone who recognizes
herself in this photo.
• Please write echo@tamakwa.com
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ALWAYS KEEP MOVING FORWARD
A legendary camp figure reflects on the enduring appeal and staying power of Tamakwa.

by ada bandalene

B

eing part of Tamakwa is like a special
gourmet food. It’s
one-of-a-kind derived from
all the special Tamakwa
ingredients that only we
can blend because of our
unique existence as part of
a wonderful community.
The initial ingredients included the first 40
some years of camp and
its extraordinary leaders and key players: Lou
Handler, Omer Stringer,
Edie Stringer, Esta and
Mike Kraft, Morrie Weiss,
David Stringer, Dr. Paul
and Estelle Steinhauer, Liz
and Lou Rosen, Kal and
Ada Bandalene, Marilyn
Mendelson and Charlie
Kraft. I’ve been proud to be
part of Tamakwa’s distinguished history, and lucky
to still be connected with
camp today.
Over the past six years,
I’ve had the pleasure of
being up at camp on several occasions. It’s always
amazing to me to see how
much love and energy
campers and staff display
when I arrive. Most of them
wouldn’t know me or and
would have little reason to

TAMAKWA

be aware of my history at
South Tea Lake.
It says something about
Tamakwa. It’s clear its special recipe still exists, even
if new ingredients have
been added to the mix.
Good business people
know that change is critical
to any healthy company or
organization, especially for
a successful camp. No one

CROSSWORD

knows that better than Vic
Norris and Craig and Margot Perlmutter. They have
proven excellent stewards
of camp as it approaches its
80th birthday.
Once you become a
Tamakwan, it inevitably becomes part of your
DNA. It’s with you for life.
Decades later, I still recall
camp’s humble beginnings

which provided the basic
foundation of what Tamakwa is today.
Along the way, it has
not stood still, integrating
new ideas, new activities,
new buildings and facilities. But as things change,
some things remain the
same: Parents saying goodbye at the departing camp
buses on a Sunday morn-

ing; campers pushing each
other in the tuck line for
candy; Friday evening services and Hobby Hubs; The
bell ringing to inform everyone that a canoe trip was
returning to camp; Tootsie
Frootsie at Main Camp.
And at the end of Evening
Program, everyone singing
Taps together and saying
the timeless benediction:

‘May the great camper of
all good campers be with
us ‘til we meet again.’ It’s so
important these wonderful
traditions live on.
Remember: If you can’t
fly, run. If you can’t run,
walk. If you can’t walk,
crawl.
But it’s always worth
remembering: Keep moving forward.

Across
1. FISH
4.
RACKET
7. Controversial snack (Thanks Margot )
11. The littlest Perlmutter
13. Little and Big
14.
Ellen
15. Close beside Tamakwa’s waters Sloping hills of
16. Number of Bar/Bat Mitzvah jackets in 2014 minus 1
19. A - is for
21. Ride to camp
25. Camp Dog
26. TUESDAY...
27. AL Sisters (last name)
28. Baby Jake’s last name
29. Newspaper
30. Camp Cat
31. Mabel Brown from
32.
JACKET

Down
2. What a
, what a camp,
3. August Play
4. July Play
5.
circle
6. Algonquin Home
8. Newest Pointer
9. July Play
10.
Lou
12. Harvey
Triathlon
17. When the sun goes down behind the
18. Beaver mascot
20. Young folks, old folks,
22. My cousin,
piano
23. August Play
24.
catering
See page 20 for answers
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HOLD THAT POSE…

SPORTS

If you can. Yoga can be challenging enough without trying to do it
on a paddleboard on South Tea Lake? by julie hirsch

B

alance. Poise.
Strength. Grace.
Movement. Fitness.
Fun. Tamakwa’s newest activity − paddleboard yoga −
combines all these qualities
while providing campers
and staff with a challenging workout. This summer,
participants gained a fresh
perspective on beautiful
South Tea Lake by doing
yoga on a paddleboard
during Individual Choice,
Twilight, and at all times in
between.
For the past four years,
I’ve been teaching fitness
classes at home in West
Bloomfield, Michigan,
and in the summer I love
to share my passion for
exercise with campers and
staff at Tamakwa. I’ve led
numerous Zumba classes
at camp over the years,
which have proved highly
popular. I’ve practiced yoga
for the past 15 years and
last winter, after reading an
article about yoga on a paddleboard, I knew it was an
activity I wanted to develop
at camp in 2014.

Exactly what poses can
you do on a paddleboard?
I like to start with a basic
sun salutation, including
mountain, plank, cobra
and downward dog. Once
students find their balance,
I suggest more challenging
poses, including warrior, triangle, and spinal
twists. For those looking
to increase the difficulty,
balancing poses present the
greatest challenge.
My personal goal for
the end of the summer
was to master the tree
pose on the paddleboard.
The combination of the
moving water and wind
reduces the stability of the
board, requiring greater
core strength to perform
the pose. Although I
couldn’t hold it for an
extended length of time, I
can proudly say that I can
now balance on one leg on
the board.
Yoga is of course much
better known as a landbased activity. It originated
in India more than 5,000
years ago and over the

ANSWERS

For crossword puzzle on page 19
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past 20 years has become
an increasingly popular
mind-body therapy in
North America. Research
has indicated that yoga has
numerous physical and
mental benefits for those
who practice it regularly.
As paddleboard yoga
is more challenging than
its land-based version, it
was especially gratifying
to see how many campers
responded so positively to
this new activity at Tamakwa.
“I like doing yoga on a
paddleboard because it’s
fun,” says Riley Logan, a
Trailblazer camper and
frequent participant at
Twilight. “I’ve taken yoga
classes at home and I like
doing it better on the paddleboard. It’s cool that it’s
outside on the water.”
Based on the response I
received this past summer,
I’m looking forward to having even more Tamakwans
join me at the windsurf
docks in 2015 to take part
in this exciting activity.
Namaste.
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